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SUMMARY

"7he report documents the US Army Land Warfare. Laboratory's Foliage Penetra-
tion Radar Program from its start in May 196C to June 1974. The history of
these developments,which have become known as the FOPEN Technology, is traced
with important decisions that spun off such systems as the Au-:omatic Alarm
for the PPS-4 and -i Radar documented.

The program began after two University of Rochester students (ole the author)
submitted a proposal entitled "ORCRIST, Ain Anti-Guerilla Detect'on System"
to the Army in October 1965. The proposal presented the result! of field
tests performed (by the authors) with a 143 MHz CW Radar in whi(h detections
were nade of personnel concealed by foliage.

Contii~uing the progran at LWL, a noncoherer.t p;Ilsed system was ftzricared at
140 M-z and tested in various foliated areas. Siral processing investiga-
tions resulted first "n an adaptive sinra, orocesscr (later app'led to Ole
PIS-4 and -5 radar) ard later resulted in conversion to a co:,erEnt system.
S x rki-portable and too base station system-s were fabricated and evaluated
in Vietnam. These evaluations resulted in a statement of need f)- this type
of raJr and led to de/elopment of the second generation, Multipjipose FO!rEN
(M-FOO1iN) Radar. Concurrent investinations included different fctyF's of
s•.na processing and i.ransmittel modulation and were applied to tie M-FOPEN.

In Marci and April 1973 the 25th Infantry Division conducted a Use Evalua-
tic~n of the M-FOPEN and found that the shortcominas encountered with the
ORCRISY systems had beel cor,'ected and chat its performance was sialificant-
ly -rt,, "eliable than the AN/PPS-5 radar. The M-FOPEN was used in ,in exer-
cise, ir a town and demonstrated a capabilit) to penet-ate buildinns and power
lines and automatically detect personnel and vehicles. In addition, the
M-FOPEN demonstrated a capability to detect aircraft Flyinq nap-of-tte-earth.

From thvs program have emerged many new aoplications for this tecrnology.
Section V describes each of these applicatiorns in detail and presents the
significant test results., The siqnificant achievements of this orogram are
reviewed in Section VI alona with a critical reappraisal of two systems,
ar.d their failure to make it into the system.
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PRLFACE

Current equipment that employs FOPEN technologny owes much to the evolutionary
process which marked its development. An idea conceived at a university by
two students in September 1964 started an LWL program in early 1966 which
resulted in the fielding of three new types of ground surveillance radars,
an automatic signal processor for the PPS-4 and PPS-5, and established the
feasibility for an airborne foliage penetration radar, building surveillance
and swinmmer detection radar-, as well as other systems.

Persons who made significant contributions to this program are.,

Mr. G. M. Foster, fellow student (1965), co-inventor, ORCRIST, who
materially assisted with both the ground based and airborne FOPEN radars,

Mr. Jack Wenig, Chief, Applied Physics Branch, USALWL, whose timely
support for unconventional concepts and flexible guidance and supervision,
contributed greatly to the success of this program.

Dr. Andrew Longacre, Member, Army Scientific Advisory Danel, whose time-
ly trip to Panama in 1957 and subsequent support enabled the program to con-
ti nue.

Mr. James Rodems, Chief, Defense System Laboratory, Syracuse Universitv
Research Center (SURC), led zhe team which fabricated the original man-
portable and base station ORCRIST radars and later the airborne FOPEN system,
Other members of this team include Mr. William Emeny, SURC Project Engineer
for both the ground and airborne systems as well as the Vietnam tech rep for
the ORCRIST manpack systems, Mr. Scott Bowen, who served as Vietnam tech rep
for the base station FOPEN and worked on the airborne FOPEN radars, and Mr.
Paul Harris who contributed advances in transmitter and sional processing.

Mr. Aaron Galvin, Vice Presidenc, Aerospace Research, Inc., devised the
adaptive processor for the early non-coherent FOPEN radar (this later be-
came the automatic alarm for the PPS-4 and PPS-5), and desioned ana fabricat-
ed the first hardened balanced a~Iaptive sional processors, the first targEt
iden-ification proces~o-, and the phase rnnopt;lse radar.

Mr. John Dunlavy, President, Antenna Research Associates, provided VHF
antennas which always exceedEd cur performance expectations.,

Dr. Theodor lamir, Consultant to LWL, Polytechnic Institute of Niew York,
provided invaluable assistance by developino a miodel aadinst which our radar
data could oe compared and assisted with many illuminatinn discussions of
propagation methods. He prepared the review of propagation research included
as Appendix D and performed the calculation presented in Appendix E on the
detection of helicopters in nap-of-the-earth fliht.

Mr. Cary Weigel, TasK Officer, LNIL, did much valuable work with the FOPEN
radars, led the development of the L-band PPS-14 3nd ultrasonic intrusion
alarms, and provided the basis for the vehicle clissification data discussed
herein.
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I INUC5DU.TION

In creating the advances that .we lee to the current state of the art in
foliage penetration radar technology, we have had to iiargain witi, the laws
of r.ature and to choose design parameters in such a manner that a given goal
is met by trading among a series at characteristics, for example antentiz
size vs. lower transmitted frequency. Many old concepts have fallen by the
wayside during this program not because we have uncovered dn, new truths but
because we have taken data from a new perspective and that has shown assjv-
tions based on previous data to be incorrect. The systeni to be discussed
fit- into a well-ordered evolutionary process %hich was accpleratcd because
of the needs of Vietnam, and which wa• necessary to mane up for the 2u-year
lag in ground surveillance radar d!velop•ent which preceded the present
decade.

ST.e pu-pose of this paper is to review the development of FOLIAGE PENETRA-
TION (FOPEN) hardware and technology, with emphasis on specific critical
experiments performed and their impact on the program. These will be some-
What general in nature, with additional data and references Weing contained
in the appendices.

F The current third generation FOPEN radar, the M-rOP[N, will be described
along with the results of the user evaluat'on conducted in Hawaii during
March and April 1973.

Section V is devoted to the nine new un,•ve applications to radar technology
developed during the course of the LWL program.

The significant achievements of this piogram and a critical reappraisal of
the FOPEN technology conclude this paver.

I



II. FjORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE LWL FOPEN RADAR PROGRAM:
THE ORCRIST EXPERIMENTS

A. The Original Idea

In September of 1964, two University of Rochester students attemrt,ýd to apply
fundamental concepts in physics to the problem of discriminating between
ciiilian and military targets. Attentions were focused on those techniaues
which might enable the detection of personnel concealed in a jungle and the
identification of those carrying weapons. A chance observation of the dis-
tortion to VHF FM radio reception inside a ,uildinq suggestea that some sort
of resonant detection technique might enable the penetration of buildings
and foliage and the discrimination between armed and unarmed personnel. A
calculation of the cross section of a cylinderl and a few measurements of
the effect of a resonant dipole in the field of an FM receiving system sug-
gested the validity of a conceot for a detection system where the rifle
would act as a resonant dipole. Thus began a project which has spanned nine
years and from which evolved ten fundamentally new radar concepts.

B. The Concept of Color Applied to Radar

In physics, color is identified in optical phenomena with radiation at dif-
ferent wave lengths. In particular, color (frequency) discrimination occurs
when radiation interacts with a system cf atoTmic electrons which have cctain
resonant frequencies or normal modes determined by the charge of the atom and
its environment. ti)r practical radar wavelengths (i.e., n ; .l cm), there
are no resonances of tihis tyoe, but a similar effect exists based on a dif-
ferent physical princiole. It is oossible to excite a resonance of purely
electromagnetic origin if the physical size of an object is made almost equa!
to a wavelength, this being the classic Rayleigh curve. As an illustration,
Figure 1 shows the radar cross section of a conducting sphere as a function
of the radius to wavelength ratio. 2 it is suqgested by this curve that one
can choose a wavelength to maximize the return from the taroet (if the target
is a sphere or other simple feometrv like a dipole) and yet choose a frequeicy
that would mini.-ze the return from unwanted tarqets such as trees. Since
clutter in the case of foliage may be assumed to come from a large number of
objects havinq a random distribution of sizes and orientations, the clutter
cross sections of a given reqion shiould then be a fairly smooth function of
wavelength. Tf the resonant curve of a giver, taraet were known in advance,
and if the clutter cross section was reasonably indeoendent of frequency, it
miight be oossible to distinagish the target from the clutter oy detectinq the
cross section variation in the target with a multiple frequency radar. This,
in effect, wculd add the dimen~ion of "color" to the radar.

NOTE: Superscript nurmbers denote references which will be found at ti-e
end of the report.
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f C. The ORCRIST Experiments

Based on the above reasoning, a simple resonant dete.ction system was built
to perform sufficient measurements to demonstrate the nracticality of the
theory.

The radar named ORCR,_T wac a .i.t...c system. fabricated from two militarysurplus transceivers. The transmitter was crystal controlled, having a 0.15
watt power output at 148 MHz and modulated with a l,O)fl Hz note. The trans-
mitting and receiving antennas were both six-element iagi arrays with a gain
of 8 dB and a beamwidth of 450. Two receivers were utilized: one, a simple
RF voltmeter with a sensitivity of ; millivolt was used for radar cross
section measurements; the other was a superheterodyne receiver having a sen-
sitivity of one microvolt.

Extensive field tests were performed from January to Aunust 1965. PRdar
cross section data was recorded for ,eretation, individjal trees, and targets
including men with and without weapons and dipoles of various lengths and
aspect angles.

The following conclusions were based on these measurements.:

1) lhe radar cross section at 140 MHz of bushes, vines, tall grass,
etc., is negligible, while that of a large tree may be as much as a square
meter.

2) The plane of polarization of the wave was rotated by backscatter
from vegetation.

3) Cross section measurements performed from an elevated position with
a dipole target in dense foliage yielded signal strenqths for the dipole
greater than tnose obtained over -are ground.

4) Cross section measurements of a free space dipole made as the length
was varied confirmed that cross section fluctuations existed. These
fluctuations were also observed with a man holding tne dipole.

D. The ORCRIST Proposal

During Seotember 1965, a document was prepared detailino the experiments per-
formed and sugge.ting a design for an airborne foliaoe penetration system.
On 5 Octgber 1965. the document called "ORCRIST, An Anti-Guerrilla Detection
System" was presented to Mr. Deitchman, Special Assistant ,(Counterinsurgency),

*A glowing sword fr -n J. R. Tolkien's "Trilogy of the R'ng".



in the Off ce of thc Defense Director of Research and Eng:neering. Mr.
Deitchman ieferred the document to the Department of the Army. It was then
forwarded to the Limited War Laboratory (now the Ldnd Warfare Laboratory)
(LWL) and a task established to evaluate the technique as a possible limited
war system.

The fundamei tal concept of this proposal was the combinrirOg of three factors,
which in thEmselves were not sinqular, but which to.ether formed the basis
for a unique radar system. These factors are-,

i) The use of low frequency transmission for the dual purpose of
penetrating 'toliaqe and or maximizin: the return from a rifle barrel.

2) The use of horizontal polarization for transmission and reception.

3) The r,.jection of any cross-polarized returns.

In May 1966, the author was employed -y LWL to c3ntinue develooment of the"#concept" towarCs a militarily useful system. No restrictions were placed
on the form that the final system was to have, only that it detect targets
concealed by vegetation, either from, the ground or the air. As will be
see-, this philosophy enabled the program to proceed wnile establishing
realistic goals along the way and retainina a capability to explore new
averues. A contract was awarded in the Fall of 1966 to the Georgia Institute
of Technology to perform confirming experiments which would result in design
parameters for a future system.



F i Il1. EVOLUTION OF THE FOPEN PIROGRAM: PART I

A. General

It was recognized, prior to starting the LWL proqram in 1966, that several
factors would have to be considered before the construction of a prototype
radar for operational use. The most serious of these was the urgent need for
data on foliage penetratic., and foliage and target cross sections. The
intent of the experimental program, therefore, was to perform those minimum
experimerts that would establish trends and establish design pa-imeters for
a simple detection system. No attempt was made at the outset to define the
types of targets or ranges of detection. It was assumed that this would be
a grounJ based system at first with the airborne application to follow, and
the data collection program was slanted towards gathering data for both
appl i citions.

Writirg this section with some degree of hindsight, however, it is obvious
that -f we had used all tia then- current informration at our disposal to set
the basis for the program, we would not have started. Much of the propaga-
tion data was misunderstood and wovld have prevented our believing that a
VHF radar could actually penetrate foliage and detect targets. At that time,
in early 1966, the primary source of radio wave propagation data was the
SEACORE Project, sponsored by AR?A for conunication purposes. Before this
project was initiated, it had always been ass--.ed that energy radiated by a
transmitter antenna could reach an observation point in the forest only by
means of a straight "line-of-sight" pazh. The attenuations previously re-
ported at 100 MHz ranged from 0.32 to 1.0 dB/mdeoending on the source, type
of foliage and method of measurement. (See Figure 2 for reported values of
attenuation in dB/m versus freoqency, with references.)

As a result, the detection of persorne t'rc,.? foliage by radar was deemed
impossible over any but very sh.or: distarces. However, measurements carried
out by Jansky and Bailey under the SEACORE Project showed that the actual
propagation mechanism was not along a line-of-sight path but that the energy
travelled by skipping across the tree tops. This seemed to indicate that
penetration of foliage in the frequency range of 100 MHz was possible, and
provided some confirmation of the results obtained in the original ORCRIST
experiments.

In addition to the direct effect of frequeiicy on attenuation through folidge,
the choice cf freqLency has sic:if.:art bearing on the target cross section,
doppler spectra of the target (and clutter;, and requirements for antenna
size and height above ground. The remainder of this section will discuss
the results of the experiments which led first to the fabrication of a
non-coherent VHF pulse doppler radar and then to the fabrication and field
development of a fully coherent system.

B. Basic Experiments

The contract was egun in September 1966 to perform those experiments neces-
sary to build a simple man-portable system. These were designed to provide
data from which a model predicting target-to-cl, .ter ratio for a radar
system. could be derived. The tests were divided into three broad categories:

6
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5. S. Krevsky, "HF and VHF Radio Wave Attenuation Through Jungle and Woods",
THEE Trans on Atnennas and Propaga-.ion, Vol. AP-1], pp. 506-507; Jul 63.

6. J. A. Saxton and J. A. Lane, "VHF and UHF Reception - Effects of Trees
and other Obstacles", Wireless World, vol. 61, pp. 229-232; May 1955.

7. L. G. Sturgll and Staff, "Tropical Propagation Research", Jansky and
Bailey Engineering Dept., Atlantic Research Corp., Alexandria, VA,
Final Report, Vol. 1, June 1966.

8. H. W. Parker and G. H. Hagn, "Feasibility Study of the Us- of an open-
Wire Transmission Line, Capacitors ana Cavities to Measure Electric'al
Properties of Vegetation", Stanford Research Inst, Special Tech Report
13; August 1966.

9. K. W. Parker and W. Makarabniromya, "Electric Constants I~asured in Vege-
tation and in Earth at Five Sites in Thailand", Stanford ,•esearch Inst,
Special Tech Report 43, December 1967.

Fig. 2. Measured values for the foliage attenuation a( as a function
of frequenc. Numbers inside circles indicate references from
which curves were extractea; when two curves appear for the
same reference, the refer to maximum and minimum values measured.
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Clutter and target return measurenenLs, propagation measurement,., and
fluctuavion spectra for targets an.d clutter.

A pulsec, non-coherent 140 M/z radAr was fabricated for the field tests.
Tne use )f pulsed transmission enabled discrimination for close o,,.-! distant
targets )n the basis of propagation time and reduction of the amount of
clutter competing with the carget in the radar cell.. A non-coherert design
was chosen because of its simplicity. In addition, a C.W. system Vas fabri-
cated to Drovide onr way path loss measuren.nt at 140, 500, and 100) MHz.

1) Tarqet and Clutter Measurements - Measurements of target atd clutter
(foliage)- acscatter were made using the 140 MHz non-coherent radaAs and
two linearly polarized log pe-iodic antennas. ,'he radar antennas wc'.e placed
both in the foliage and at the ed e of the foliage looking in. Threý
important olbservations were made.l First, the backscattered energy from

the foliage with the antenna in or near the trees followed no simple yule
which would 0llow polarization di:,crimindtion between folia'e and stal-ic
targets. Second, the backscatter ýrom foliage anpeared to be minimiz-%d
when using horizontally polarized transmission, while at the same time use
of horizontal transmission gave lower one.-way path losses ard reduced the
doppler spectra of the clutter. Third, the tarnet of intere;t, a man w~th
weapon, did not depolarize the incident energy kfor either plarization)A.
The static radar cross section of a fixed rifle was too complex to detecf
with sinmpl equipment. The cross sectior of the weapun vdried from 6 dB
below a square meter tc 3 dB above depending on orientation, aspect angle
and polarization. The :ross section of a ran carrying 3 weapci in foliage
was 1/2 square meter under most conditions. Stranriely, larger target cross
sections were observed in denser foliage..

2) Early Propagation Experiments

a) One-Way Patn L.oss - Propagation throuqh foliate w'as measured with
the C.W. field strength equipment at ',4), 500, and 1000 Aiz to determine
the one-way path loss hetween the radar and the tariet, at a range R, which
is assumed to have a cross section ý and an effective he-qht of 1 meter
above the ground in foliage. if the two points were in free space, the ratio
between received power Pr and transmitted power Pt would he ,iven by: 3

G1 C12 C
Pri/t Gc

wnere G1, G2 respectively the gains of the raaar antenna and a probe antenna

when the anternnas are located in foliage. The above eouation must be multi-
plied by a factor which represents the additional losses due to the effect
of the ground and attenuation )f the medium,(foliaqe). it was anticipated
that the orne-way path loss wou d have a 1/R dependence due to the ground
effect plus additional losses due to foliaae. Althouqh this was true under
some circumstances, we were able to create a situatior in which the losses
were r•uch less than anticipatA. This occurred when the transmitting
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a-'tenna was located near or above the tops of tr? trees, even in fairly dense
foliage with trees of at least -)0 feet in heiqht, and the receiving probe
at a $height of 1 meter.

In Figure 3 the loss betwcen the transmitter output and field strength meter
input is pl)tted versus "iog rancie in meters. The solid line with a slope of
-20 dB per __cade of rayre is the loss that would have been measured in free
space with antennas of known qain. Clearly, departures from this line are
due primarily to the effects of ground and fo'liage. The'dashed line with a
slope of -40 dB per decade of range represents the predicted loss by the
plane .onductina earth interference model of propagation for the antenna and
probe heights used.

Figure 3 shows a greater loss with range observed with a 2-meter high trans-
mitter antenna than the 13-meter high antenna. Figure 4 shows, for the 13-
meter transmitter height, a fixed, 20 dB loss over and above free space
propagation from the measured one day path loss. We called this 20 dB
"loss d-fect"; it was the first confirmation we had that lower loss propaa-
tion modes existed in foliage for certain antenna heights (i.e. 13 meters)
and that these might be used to advantage in a Foliaoe Penetration System.

b) Field Distribution in Foliage - The distribution of the radar field
strength near the ground is of great importance to the detection of person-
nel concealed by vegetation. Variations of the field strenqth both in range
and height above the ground affect both the absolute return from the target
and its time signature. Two primary observations were made. The first
showed that, if a target walked through the radar rinue qate, whet, the gate
was set in foliage, the target amplitude return was a reproduction of the
transmitted wavelength; i.e., at 141 MHz (T = 2 meters) a radial moving tar-
get went through a maximum and minimum every two meters.

e The second observation demonstrated the strona height dependence of aS~~~target at .bout ground and one meter above it. The difference between wkigmntlme rhihtvsuacawn ant0.Ieeregtwas

walking man at I meter heinht versus a craw'.inn man at 0.1 meter height wasa 28 dB reduction in received power. This ruled out the detection of crawl-
ing targets at 140 MHz excer. at close ranges or at hiph anoles t" illumina-

Stion. As a result, additional experiments were conducted with CW e, 1uipment
at frequencies of 500 and 1000 MHz to determine the losses at these frequencies
and determine the variation in field strength above the around for both fre-
quencies. For an antenna located at or below the tree tops, the losses were
too great for the long range detection of crawling men at either 500 or 100UO
MHz. However, at 1000 MHz and iow antenna heights, one-way path losses were
not prohibitive over short eistances (lIess than lI)Q meters) for crawlino
man detection.

3) Doppler Spectral Measurements

Motion of the target was observed with the non-coherent measurement
radar during cross section tests even through one to two hundred meters of
foliage. Theref-ire, it was decided to concentrate the remainder of the ef-
fort on building a simple doppler nan-portable foliage penetration radar
breadboard. (NOTE: The results of these experiments did not establish that
a systzm to detect static targets was not feasible; -ather, a static

9
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detection system could not be built without further investiqation whereas a
simple doppler system could.)

Althougn the motion of a target through the ranae cell couli be readily
detected by displaying thp output of the sample and hola circuit on a char:
recorder, additional data was necessary to convert the loi r.ippler f-equencies
(I to 5 rz at 140 MHz for a movinq wan) to the audio band for aural detection.
Approximately 500 non-ccherent doppler signatures were recorded 6 for spectral

analysis by Honeywell. :nc. of both taraets and targets plus clutter. A
wide variety of target configurations, ranges and foliage conditions were
used. 1 digital comb fl1ter (DCF) was used to analyze the data, which co,-
sisted o4 recordings nf the sample and hold outputs. The distinguishing
characteristics of the ta,-g~-t we-e determined to be its frequp:,cy, amplitude,
and time in the range cell.5 Figures 5 and 6 indicate the general type

TIME MARKED
*---- -O--•--*----•----• -oeach 2E seconds

9. P'46

2. 1;

P.977

00.452

0.ý97

0.021 " -

Figure 5. Features of the Digital Comb Filter Output
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of features observed. The dots immediately below the top line indicate
real-time increments of 25 seconds. The identified features in the DCF out-
put are listed below:

a) Features i to 5 are target signatures for five separate target runs.

These appear to be centered slightly above the 0.977 Hz line.

b) The background clutter produces i wide variety of features occurring
in the lower frequencies, primarily below the 0.452 line. The two low
freqL--ncy "lines" indicated as features 6, 7 are one type of persistent clut-
ter characteristic related to the tree sway period.

A major feature of the DCF output display is the array of "exponentia"
triangles shown in Fioure 6. These are caused by transient build-uo and
decay as new frequencies 3re put to the filter bank. The leading edge of a
"transient envelope" defines the onset of the transient and the tail indi-
cates the frequency. The `width", "duration", and number of the transient
envelopes are useful features for comparinq tarriet responses.

The clutter return for a given cell f•uctuates over a wide ranqe in high
winds with a standard deviation of the order of 5 dB. Even in low winds,
the standard deviation is seldom less than 1 dB over a period of several
seconds. The amplitudes of target signature fluctuations are typically
smaller than these levels so that the target is distinguished from the clut-
ter fluctuations by the rate of these fluctuations. The moving target, ir
general, produced a smaller amplitude but higher frequency fluctuation thanthat inherent in the clutter.

Regardless of the exact spectral shave for the clutter, the spectrum falls

off rapidlv ;.;'ih increasing frequency, so that a hiqh-pass filter with cor-
rectly chosen cu4-off Frequency and cut-off shape will reject a major
porticn of the cl'tter fluctuation and pass most of the doppler frequencies
associated with ',iIlking men. The choice of the filter cut-off frequency and
slope are affectcd by the details of the clutter spectrum.

In summary, the magnitude of the fluctuation of clutter is dependent on wind
sceed and the limitation may be as small as a couple of decibels for low
wind speeds to as high as about 10 dB with a spread associated with the
Rayleigh distribution., The spectrum of clutter fluctuation at 140 MHz in
low winds is such that most of the energy lies below 0.4 Hz, so that high-
pass f-Tters can be used to distinquisi the return of movinq men from the
effects of wind on the clutter under those conditions.

C. The Prototype Radar

1) Description - The exrerim-ents described formed the basis for choices
of radar pa-ameters for the prototype -lystem. These choices were influenced
by the following trends:

a) Frequency: The choice of 140 MHz was made to give the radar
maximum range throuah foliage based on two limitations-, The antenna would
never be higher than the tops of the trees and "he tarnet was an upright man.
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b) Iolarization: Horizontal transmission and receotion was chosen to
minimize the backscater from the clutter, reduce the foliage doppler clutter
spectrum, and enhance the return from a man carrying a weapon (horizontal).

Since these choices were similar to those used in the non-coherent 140 MHz
breadboard radar, it was repackaged into a battery oDerated system with the
following parameters:

a) Frequency 140 MHz

b) Pulse length 0.1 -microsecond

c) Transmitter power 50 wazts peak

d) pRF 15 MKHz

e) Azimuth beamwidth 45 degrees

f) Antenna gain 9 dB

g) Displays audio (Frequency translated doppler),
chart recorder (sample and hold output),
threshold cycle counter

A block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 7, and a photograph of its
components are shown in Figure 8. Wýith this system, detections were made at
ranges fron. 10M to 800 meters depei.dina primarily on antenna height, terrain
shape, and foliage density. Specific instances where detections were studied
will be discussed later. In general, it was observed that when the wind
speed over the foliage was low (less than about 5 mph), the minimum detectable
target-to-clutter ratio was large enough to allow reliable detection of up-
right walking men in all types of foliage out to ranoes of 300 meters, and,
when the terrain shape was sufficiently concave, or antenna located above
the canopy, out to 800 mete-s. At i:iaher wind speeds the clutter fuctua-
tions increased in amplitude so thdt a simple high pass filter no longer
allowed detection of walking men with the system. Targets were detected but
the clutter doppler spectra was ccnfused witn tarqet motion. This prompted
investigation into self-adaptive doppler filters,

2) Significant Field Tests - The radar was tested at Eglin PAB during
the summer and fall of 1967, and Panama in the sprinq of 1968. Although
targets were readily detected throughi foliage beyond 3CC meters under periods
of low wind, aural detections were impossible when the wind speeds picked
up.

We drew many conclusions froi the trends established during these tests.
Although some of them have teen shown later to be incorrect they became the
basis for the system fabricited for the Vietnam tests. These conclusions
are presented below. 6,7

When a horizontally polarized VHF radar is operated with the antenna immersed
in jungle vegetation below the canopy, the range of the system is limited
by the attenuation of the foliage and by near field effects of the mov;n,.
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foliage on the antenna. Raising the height of the antenna so that it is near
or slightly above the canopy level, substantially increased the range of the
system. This appears to be a result of more efficient launching of thelateral wave mode of propagation, and less path length throuqh fotiage.

Wind-induced clutter motion causes signals whic, can mask targets. Measure-

ments of the characteristics of the wind ret-urn; have showed that, although

they are of larger amDlitude, they occur at a lower frequency than the target
returns.

When the horizontally polarized VHF radar was operated over tall grass (10
to 12 feet), propagation conditions were more favorable than in a forest.
This is possible because of dielectric nature of the qrass, reflection co-
efficient of the ground, and the fact that target-to-clutter ratios were
higher due to a lack of tree trunks. Ranqe- twice that in jungle were pos-
sible through tall grass.

The effect of wind blowinn through the grass was not a problem. Whereas
wind speeds in excess of 10-15 mph in dense veaetation caused target marking
and false detections with a simple bandpass filter used to filter the aural

L data, no false alarms were obtained with wind speeds in excess of 15 mph in
tall grdss. This is due to the small size of the scatterers (maximum diameter
of the grass was approximately 1-1/2 inches) wi h respect to a wavelength
(6 feet).

When the system was operated From the 5n foot tower over 1On meters of bare
ground into vegetation, detections were made through 30O meters to 350 meters
of vegetation.

The use of a 140 Miz radar for a Lona Range Fixed Installation system appear-
ed practical, with a narrow beam antenna system, and sufficient antenna
height.

Experience with the breadboard system demonstrated the need for a small,
short range system to detect crawlina targets. Preliminary path loss in-
vestigations indicated that sho~t ranae detection throuah foliaae would be
possible with a 1n00 MHz system and that use of higher frequencies woull re-
duce the losses due to around lobing and enable lower antenna heights to be
used. Thus a parallel proqram described in Section I!i was begun to fabricate
a small 1000 MHz prototype.

D. With a Little Help from our Friends

The future of the LWL FOPEN program was to have been determined by the out-
come of the Panam? tests. There were, .t thiz time, two FOPEN radar programs,
the other being the larger Camp Sentinel system under develonmeit by MIT
Lincoln Labs (later puysued by Harry Diamond Laboratories.)

On 15 February 1968, prior to the Panama tests, the Army Scientific Advisory
Panel Ad Hoc Group on Foliage Penetration R~deir Systems was briefed on the
LWL approach. At this meeting Dr,. Andrew Lon-!acre, Chairman of the
committee shared the enthusiasm for a simple man-portatle foliage penetration
radar and he was invited to observe tne Panama tests.
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During the third week of field tests in Panama, Dr. Lonqacre and James Rodems,
Director of Defense Systems Laboratories, Syracuse University Research
Corporation, visited the jungle test site and observed a series of detection
experiments. Dr. Longacre's conclusions, excerpted from the Panel Report
were as follows:

a) The LWL Foliage Penetration equipment did have quite reliable
detection of moving men out to 600 plus feet throuch dense rain forest.

b) There was evidence of tropical field deterioration of the equipment
and an insufficiency of test gear to readjust the equipment. The equipment
did not seem to be in a field-worthy confinuration. Also, it seemed to need
better tropicalization.

c) Using one or another of the four data outputs (A-scope, chart
recorder, modulated aural tone, and a light) there seemed to be a 757
probability of detection and a 50P probability of a false alarm.

With these conclusions and the recommendations of the ASAP Panel, Emergency
Funds were. made available to fabricate six engineerina prototypes correcting
as many of the deficiencies as possible while expediting delivery to the
field (Vietnam).

E. The Decision to Go Coherent

In May 1968, a contract was awarded to Syracuse University Research Corpora-
tion to build six man-portable systems with two base station conversion kits
consisting of a power amplifier and 120 beamwidth antenna. October 1968
'zund us back in Panaia with a norn-coherent prototype system. The objective
of this test was to return to the same test areas of the previous test, anddetermine what improvement we had made ir the eouipment. It should be
pointed out that the electronics boxes, antennas, and base station modules
had been fabricated and that this was only a check of the electonics prior
to fabricating the circuits in hardened form. In keeping with our original
assumption that the radar should not interfere with a man's other senses.
Mr. Aaron Galvin of Aerospace Research Corporation provided an adaptive
automated alarm for use with the non-coh2rent 'system. This device sampled
the amount of clutter energy in the doppler band (See Appendix A), and ad-
justed the low freouency response of the doppler detection band for minimum
false alarms and maximum detection sensitivity. The October 1968 Panama
field tests were disappointing to us, even thouoh the automatic alarm enabled
reliable detections with the non-coherent VHF system. It was obvious that
certain properties of the environment interacted with the principles of
operation of the non-coherent radar to limit its effectiveness.

Briefly these wer•e: 9

a) Proximity effects of moiinn trees near the antenna caused amplitude
modulation of the transmitted sional due to change in antenna parameters.
To a non-coherent system this modulation appeared as clutter causing the
adaptive processor to desensitize.

b) Wind blown foliaqe in the radar's range cell also caused the
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adaptive processor to desensitize.

c) Reflection from close-in trees caused saturation in the receiving
system with o resuiting loss in sensitivity.

d) Wind motion of the antenna looked like "clutter" to th. radar,
resulting in a reduction in processor sensitivity.

e) Radio frequency interference caused by communications eqbipment
proved to be a source of false alarms.

After much discussion of these observations, it was decided in October 196810
that the only solution was to build a coherent radar with balanced processing.
(See Appendix B for a complete description.)

A property ot vegetation is thet the primary scatterus (vertical tree trunks)
move back and forth but with no average relative motion to the radar. This
characteristic lends itsell To the balanced approach of processing or the

11
Kalmus technique, in which the :lutter is averaged over several periods so
that only targets with net motia.n to the observer dre processed as targets.

In February 1969, we were back ii P.inama witK the first coherent 140 MHz
with balanced processor. These test; were successful and indicated we had
overcome the limitations imp.osed Lv the non-coherent system.

The period between February 7968 an.i A.'gust 196V, the date of RVN derloyme.nt,
was used to complete fabricating of .igit nan-portible OCRIST systems, two
of which were converted to base station ridars with the addition of a High
Power Amplifier (20 kw), high gain 120 b-am width antenna and "A" scope
display.

F. The Final ORCRIST Syste-'

The Backpack ORCRIST

The man-portable ORCRIST system shown in nigures 9, in, and 11, consisted of
a homodyne system, including a transmitter and receiver duolexed with a
common antenna, coherent detectors for target direction measurement, a
balanced audio signal processor for autc;-.atic detection, suitable operator
controls and indicators, antenna and mast hardware, and carrying packs for
man-portability. The transmitter-receiver consisted physically of a small
4 pound box for mountina at the top of the mast, close to the antenna, to
minimize RF power losses in cables. The Signal Processor/Control and Bat-
tery Box weighed 6 pounds, and included alarm linhts and a head phone for
operator discrimination of target type; i.e. man, animal, vehicle, etc.

The pulse doppler coherent radar, Figure 12, starts with a crystal controlled
oscillator, multiplying the crystal frequency up to 14!. meqahertz. This
stable radio frequency source is applied to a pulsed power amplifier produc-
ing an output peak power of 50 watts. This oower is applied to a hybrid rf
duplexer for routing to the antenna. The radar return signtal from clutter
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and targets is routed through the same duplexer to an rf amplifier whose center
frequency is tuned to 140 megahertz, resulting in zero IF or homodyne operation.
A portion of the 140 megahertz cw signal of the transmitter is connected to
two phase detectors with 90 degrees of phase difference between the two. The
output of the rf amplifier is then detected in the phase detectors, with the
cw signal providing the coherent reference. This produces video which is
then range gated at the ranges of interest, which are operator adjustable
in range out to 1000 yards in increments of l.0 meter. The antenna bealmwidth
of 60 degrees defines the other dimension in azimuth of the geometric ground
patch under surveillance. Th's establishes the tarnet-to-fixed-and-moving
clutter ratios. The range sarnler essentially translates the doppler shifted
target and clutter motion from video to audio, with a scale factor of 0.4
hertz per mile Der hour. The signal exists on two lines or wires with a
phase difference of 90 degrees, and vector rotation clockwise or counter-
clockwise depending on whether the detected motion is toward or away from
the radar. These two audio siqnals are applied to the balanced Kalmus type
signal processor described in Appendix B whose bandwidths and target integra-
tion time,- are designed to cancel any vibratory motion and detect any net
motion. S'nce the audio signals are in the frequency range of 0.5 to 10
hertz, it was necessary to modulate a 500 hertz oscillater in amplitude and
frequency so the ooerator's hearing acuity could be used for target type
discrimination. The doppler processor filters were divided into three con-
tiguous bands; crawling, walking and running man velocities. Further, the
low band contained most of the foliage motion energy, and wps used as a gain
control of the processor to avoid false alarms in the presence of gusty winds,
The automatic alarm lights also indicate target direction, i.e. inbournd or
outbound. Further discussion of this type of coherent signal processing is
included in Appendix B.

The Base Station ORCRIST

Portability, antenna size and power output of the man pack ORCRIST forced
limitations on detection range of a maximum of 500 to 600 meters. The base
station system shown in Figures 13 & 14, succeeded in increasing that range
to 1500 to 2000 meters by narrowing the antenna pattern from 60 to 12 degrees
and by increasing the transmitter peak power from 50 watts to 10 kilowatts.
The implications of such a change are significant in antenna size and weialit,
mast weight and prime power. The antenna had switchable lobes between the
two beamwidtbs. In essence the back pack system simply was built-in to the
base station equipment, all of its basic parameters and functions being re-
ta"ned.
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Figure 14. Antenna, Base Station RaJar
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IV. EVOLUTION OF THE FOPEN PROGRAM: PART II

A. General

The conclusion of the first part of the FOPEN radar program came with the
Vietnam evaluation of the man-portable and base station ORCRIST systems.

12,13Before describing the results of the evalation, it should be noted
that during the period between finalizing the Vietnam-bound systems and
their actual dclivery, certain improvements to these systems were obvious.
This resulted in a parallel development program, started Drior to the RVN
evzluation, to provide the technical basis for improvenents to these systems.
Thus, when the evaluation was completed, we were prepared to correct the
(Vietnam-reported) shortcomings reported by the Army Concept Team in Vietnam
(ACTIV) and start fabrication of the second qeneration multi-purpose FOPEN
system.

B. The Vietnam Evaluation

1) Man-Portable Radar - Six man packs were evaluated by the Logistics
Electronic Division of ACTIV. The sets were used for 12 weeks -inder normal
field conditions by two combat divisions in the Third Corps area. Three
sets were issued tc the First Division and three sets to the Twenty-Fifth
Division. One set was made available to a U.S. Navy river oatrol boat unit
for a short period of time.

The sets were used as intrusion detectors at ambush patrol loca'ions and
fire support bases (Figure 15) on river patrol missions (Figure 16), for
night defensive positions (Figiire 17), and for the surveillance of infiltra-
tion routes and roads.

During the missions the antenna was erected to heigqts of up to 30 feet by
two men; the most used antenna height was 18 to 20 feet. Ranjes varied out
to 400 meters.

During the evaluation, approximately qO target detections were made at ranges
of 70 to 400 meters. Twenty seven detections were confirmed. The confirma-
tion of target detections at ranges of 70 to 400 meters demonstrated the
capability of the radar to detect targets throuqh various types and densities
of foliage.

The radar was always employed where it could bE used to penetrate foliage.
In one instance, it was used to protect the blind areas of the AN/PPS-4
and AN/PPS-5 radars. Numerous fripndly ambush patrols were seen by tt•
ORCRIST but not by the other surveillance gear in the area.

The Vietnam tests concluded1 2 that the ORCRIST would eTtectively penetrate
foliage and detect targets, that the sets were not effective during periods
of high winds and heavy rain because wind motion of the antenna and foliage
caused an excessive false alarm rate. It was also deemed desirable to
improve the azimuth resolution capability of the set so that it would not
orly provide warning but also enough directional information to Dermit re-
action to the threat.
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The man-pack sets were found not to be sufficiently ruqged for the Vietnam
environment, one of the primary prob1•ms being moisture. One other problem
was shock; presumably because of their small size the man-pack sets received
rougher handling than the base station systems.

2) Base Station Radar - Two ORCRIST base station radars were evaluated
by ACTIV for four months in FY70. Both these systems were deployed to the
25th Division. The radars were used as intrusion detectors at a Fire Support
Base (Figures 18 & 19) and two base camps (Figure 20). The radar was operated
primarily in the wide beamwidth (700) to obtair maximum coverage. When
greattr foliage penetration waý desirable, the ,arrow beamwidth (120) was
selected.

The antenna height was limited to 50 feet tn enable erection at smaller
bases, such as a Fire Support Base. After an initial trial and error setup,
iiL was noted that the entire radar system could be dismantled, loaded into
eithsr a 6 x 6 truck or Chinook Helicopter, and reassembled within one day.
Sinc2e the radar was needed and used at ninht, site changes could be accomplish-
ed during a period of normal downtlie.

The only major mechanical difficulty was defective antenna tower construction.
The gin pole used to raise and lower the antenna system was weakened to the
breaking point by the magnitude of the forces on the end of the gin pole.

Downtime for the four month evaluation due to maintenance problems was kept
to a minimum. It is noted that one system was never inoperatioril and that
the second set logged only 24 hours of downtime. Confirmed target detections
were made..with the base station radar, to 1200 meters through rubber tree
forests. The Viecnam tests proved that the ORCR1ST base station radar would
effectively penetrate foliage and detect targets. It was also concluded
that each radar system should be equipped with two Army 3 KW generators in
order to provide continuous operation. Improvement in azimuth resolution
would be a desirable capability to improve target location. There wer7 no
reported shortcomings in the ruggedness of the base station equipment. 3

C. Initial Development Toware New Generation

During our participation in the final field testing of the OFCRCIST radars in
summer 1969 and the subsequent Vietnam evaluation, it was obvious that there
were three major shortcomings in the radars:

1) The relatively short ,-ange of the man-portable system, i.e., 300
meters.

2) The false alarm rate of both systems, altriugh good, needed im-
provement under high wind conditions.

3) The angle resolution of both the radars, 600 fo;- the man pack and
120 for the base station, was ner+ :.•fficient to direct fire effectively.

To solve these obvious limitations in the ORCRIST equipwent, several areas
were investigated in parallel. These included propagation studies, increas-
ing the power transmitted by the radar, chanqes to the signal processing
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and techniques to improve the angular resolution.

At this time the adaptive alarm which had been tried with the PPS-4 radar in
Panama was nmdified to work with either the PPS-4 or PPS-5 and a proqram
started to fabricate units for Vietnam and Korea evaluations (see Section
V.)

RANGE EXTENSION

a) Propagation Studies - Two approaches were taken to extenc the
dete.tion range of the FOPEN radars. The •irst was a detailed inýestiqation
of the propagation mechanisms relating tc the site location of thE ratar
antenna. Dr. Tamir, who was the first to identify the lateral wave mode of
propagation, was asked to evaluate the detection ranaes achieved through
foliage with the radar in light of current propagatPon data. Appendix' D
summarizes these results in detail. These confirm the choice of Frequency
for a detection system operating with its antenna a.t or below tree top
height. Dr. Tamir's work provides insight into tne eftect of changing the
frequency or other radar parameters on detection ra-qe.

After understanding this propagation meci'an:s-, --, is oossible to obtain
loss predictions for a variety of circumsta. *a. These predictions have been
obtained by describing the forest envire-..- i-n terms of a lossy dielectric
layer which is characterized by an e.iiva-e,.a 6homcr.eous dielectric constant

Because of these losses, this constar. is complex such that.

= -"i-`, (with 1.01 < . The forest-slab ,•odel his en-

abled path losses to be calculated over th2 frequency ranne from 100 to 1000
MHz, with no systematic experiments to verify this behavior. However, losses
expressed in dB/meter account for only the real part of the conDlex less
factor ana do not enable accurate rar.qe rredictions. With the results of
Dr. Tamir's analysis, 14,15 however-, t - possible to choos- the freqUencies,

antenna heights, and trans.itte-d powers reau'ired to penetrate a specified
amount of foliage. As may be seen by Apaindix D, lower frequen.cies and
hiqher antennas are reouired to increase the detection ranne.

b) Increasing the Transmitted Power - During the course of tVe work
that Aerospace Research, Inc. carried out for the 1!.S. Army Land Warfare
Laboratory, a high powe-, I kilowatt, sol)d-state VHF RF amplifier was depion-
ed, fabricated and field tested.

This amplifier provides increased ranae capability, Darticularlv in heavy
foliage, by increasing the 5Q watt pea' FOPE;I transmitter outrut power to a
1 KW peak operating level; included also is a mode in which the lenoth of
the RF pulse is increased by a factor of 13 in duration and is binary phase
code modulated by a 13 bit Barker code to give detection capahility eQuiva-
lent to a 13 KW peak level transmitter when the sianal is decoded upon re-
ception. This is done without extending the basic size of the radar's ranae-
resolution cell. The particular code was chosen to yield the rm ximum of
control in the range sidelobes of the autoc.c-rrelation function: i.e,. the
sidelobes would be down in voltage by a factor of 13, which is the r._-,mber of
individual segments in the sequence.
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Although the field results showed that this high deqree of sidelobe control
was achieved, it nevertheless fell short of what is required to avoid having
ambiguous target situations show up when operdtinq through dense foliage.

When th! system was operated against personnel moving in the clear, the
targets always appeared at their prescribed ranges. This was because the
range sidelobes never, appeared at the sample-and-hold input at a sufficient-
ly high level to exceed the alarm threshold. Had the threshold been ex-
ceeded, a wrong-range "ghost" target would have appeared.

When operating through dense foliage, however, with the system's sample-and-
hold positions set for a position deeply imbedded in the aense foliage,
range sidelobes from large targets at ranges shorter than several hundred
meters would cause "ghost" targets to appear. The problem is caused by the
fact that when operating through dense foliage, a reasonably strong
sensitivity-time-control (STC) increasing gain versus range must be applied
in order to normalize th. strength of the expected target return. This,
in effect, causes the rdnge sidelobes to be amplified by the differential
STC gain, which, in general, is a large factor. As a result, the sidelobes
can appear at a level which is quite comparable to a level of a normal ex-
pected return, and thereby cause the ambiguous ranqe situation. 16

As a result of the tests that were carried out, it was decided to configure
the multipurpose FOPEN radar with a range-sildelobe free signal; i.e., a
high-repetition-frequency sequence (40 RHz) of simple rectangular pulses,
1 KW in pedk power. Other codes were also ccnsidered at this time but even
25 dB of sidelobP suppression available with some more 5ophisticated
techniques would not be sufficient to prevent ranqe sidelobe problems. This
applies primarily to the case where tne path from the radar to the targets
is through foliage for most ranges and may not be as severe when the antenna
is elevated substantially above the tree tops as in the Camp Sentinel System
(which operates at 100 feet antenna height.)

REDUCTION OF FALSE ALARMS: SIGNAL PROCESSING INVESTIIATION

Under conditions where the radar is operatinq in foliage under high wind
ccnditions, sufficient clutter energy (due to moving foliaqe and movina
antennas) will enter the low velocity filters to cause the automatic gain
control to reduce processing sensitivity for targets of all velocities
(See Appendix A and B for a complete description of this type of processor.)
Because of the time constants associated with the AGC action, the processor
would false alarm under high winds with gusts.

"To reduce the difficulties associated with clutter enerqy in the low velocity
channel, an adaptive filter was added to each quadrature audio input. The
low velocity cutoff frequency of the filter is set by the amount of clutter
residue in each low velocity channel. Therefore, as wind conditions increase,
the adaptive corner of the high pass filter adjusts in frequency by reducin9
the sensitivity to targets moving at low velocities while maintaining maxi-
mum sensitivity over, the rest of the doppler band.

A prototype of this processor was fabricated and tested witti the 1 KW RF

amrolifier and Barker code unit. 17 Because of the reduction of the amount
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of clutter energy by the adaptive filter, the gain of the audio sinnal
processor was substantially increased, resultinc in a 250 increase in detec-
tion range for the basic radar. No false alarms were experienced with this
system even under dind conditions up to 40 knots in heavy foliage.

The results of this investigation were two-fold. First, the balanced
adaptive processor was added to the L-band Listening Post Surveillance Radar
then under fabrication by Aerospace Research, Inc. (See Section V ).
Second, the design and breadboarding of a second qeneration system was com-
pleted (except for angle resolution improvement) prior to the conclusion of
thE Vietnam evaluation. This system had twice the detection range of the
existing ORCRIST man-pack and almost no false alarms. Also as part of this

program, criteria were developed18 which form a basis of comparison of dif-
ferent types of signal processing. These criteria are discussed in
Appendix C.

INCREASING ANGULAR RESOLUTION

In the initial phase of the investigation, leadinq to the design of the
second generation multipurpose FOPEN radar, a number of types of target angle
measurement subsystems were examined. These included:

a) Amplitude comparison monopulse based on two anqularly squinted
radar beams formed by mpchanically skewinq two antennas.

b) Amplitude comparison monopulse based on an electronically formed
beam-left beam-right sequential lobina, the two beams bein7 produced by an
RF matrixing of two antennas, bcth pointed in the same direction.

c) A phase comparison monopulse system based on a sequential measure-
ment of the target phase as measured by two independent antennas, both
observing the entire field of view.

At first, it appeared as though the beam-left beam-right,sequential lobing,
amplitude approach would be the best one to use, because it did not recuire
that phase stability be maintained throughout the entire receiver and signal
processing subsystems, and only depended on amplitude stability which is
easier to obtain. Further study of the operation of this type of system in
a densely foliated environment, particularly one in which the foliage is
non-homogeneous in azimuth, showed that this type of system would yield large
azimuth measurement errors. This is caused by the fact that the left beam
is generally viewing a completely different foliaqe and multinath situation
than the right beam and, as a result, the instantaneous target amplitude
measurement taken in each of these beams would have a different multipath
component, causing large amplitude errors which in turn would result in large
angle measurement errors. Therefore, the third technique described above
was selected.

Figure 21 shows a simplified diagram of the anqle-estimation system current-
ly being used ,n the multipurpose FOPEN radar. Two ar' ennas, each with an
approximate 60 beamwidth, are mounted on the same tower, closely spaced and
both pointing in the same direction into the field of coveraae of the radar.
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Figure 21. Simplified Diagram of Multipurpose FOPEN Angle-Estimation System
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The left antenna is utilized for both transmitting and receiving, while the
right antenna is used for receiving only. By utilizing a single-pole-double-
throw RF electronic switch and a pair of sample-and-hold circuits, the
system is able to utilize a single receiver, on an alternating repetition
period basis, to operate on the information obtained from both antennas.

The output of the sample-and-hold circuits go to a left-antenna signal
processor and a right-antenna signal processor, both of which supply the re-
quired adaptive balanced rejection of clutter. These processors are desiqn-
ed to obtain a very high degree of phase stability even through such devices
as dual five-pole adaptive highpass filters.

When a target is detected, the range-pulse estimation circuit Drovides a
trigger at the correct time for reading out the phase difference between the
left and right target returns from the processor, which contains the infora-
tion as to the off-boresiqht angular position of the target. This reading
is presented to the angle meter and held for a ten second peried beyond the
last angle estimation. A target moving through the range cell, particularly
if the return is scintillating strongly, will yield several argle estimations.

Field experience has shown that this angle estimation systen consistently
produces a target angle which is within five degrees of the true angle even
in dense and highly non-homogeneous foliage environments.

D. The Multipurpose FOPEN Radar (M-FOPEN)

In June 1970, funds were approved to correct the shortcomings indicated by
the Vietnam evaluation and to produce six additional systems for further
evaluation, possibly as part of the "cross fertilization" program whereby the
ARPA-sponsored Vietnamese Combat Developments Test Center (CDTC) was
evaluating certain development items. In addition, a feasibility program was
started to mount the FOPEN radar on a truck, boat, and aircraft. A contract
was awarded to ARI in December 1971 to fabricate six man portable radars,
two to become base station systems. One base station radar was furnished to
Syracuse University Research Corporation for use in the Moving Platform
FOPEN Radar Study. Section V describes this program in detail. The basic
multipurpose FOPEN radar shown in Figure 21 and described in Appendix F,
utilized the 140 MHz transmitter with a 1 KW peak power, 8 watts average
power, and the improved signal processing with the angle determination system.
We required that the system meet the applicable military specifications
with respect to vibration and cold and hot weather storage and operation.
Certain difficulties were experienced in the fabrication and testing of the
first production unit. These included: low temperature effects when
transistors operating in starved current modes to save battery power did not
have sufficient internal heating to function, components supplied by vendors
that did not meet performance specifications, and C.W. and pulse leakage
from operation of the high peak power transmitter in the same box as the re-
cei ver.

The difficulties were overcome and resulted in the development of a basic
radar system called the Multipurpose Foliage Penetration Radar (M-FOPEN).
The M-FOPEN has t0ree specific implementations: the Ian-Portable Radar (MFR),
Figures 22 to 26, the Intermediate Range Padar (IRR), Figure 27, and the
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Figure 26. M-FOPEN Antenna Mast with Delta-Loor Antennas
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Base Station Radar (BSR), Figures 28 and 29.

E. Evaluation of the M-FOPEN Radar - General

The evaluation of this radar was originally scheduled for MASSTER at Ft. Hood,
TX, but a delay in equipment availability and a lack of personnel and suit-
able test areas at Ft. Hood prevented MASSTER from testing the FOPEN Radar.
On I September 1972, it was proposed to the Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Army
Pacific, that a User Evaluation be conducted by the 25th Infantry Division,
and a proposed evaluation plan was provided. The 25th Infantry Division
agreed to perform this evaluation during the third quarter of FY74.

The M-FOPEN system was designed to be issued to the Ground Surveillance
Section of the Infantry Battalion for use in conjunction with other battle-
field surveillance and target acquisition equipment in areas where other
systems are limited by vegetaticn, weather, terrain, detection range or
portability. Thus, the M-FOPEN was issued to the Ground Surveillance Section
of the Ist Battalion, 5th Infantry, 25th ivision Lo conduct the evaluation.
Appendix F describes the major components of the M-FOPEN radar. For this
evaluation, the IRR was not considered. However, the MPR was used with the
AB-577/GRC antenna mast (the Intermediate Range Configuration) to extend the
range of detecticn and provide data at different anterna heights.

F. Test Objectives

The purpose of this user evaluation was to determine if the item was ready
for production in operational quantities, or if not suitable, to specifically
identify those shortcomings in design and erformance which make it unsuit-
able. The specific test objectives were: 1 c

1) Objective 1: To determine the performance characteristics of the
M-FOPEN (MIR and BS configurations):

a) Ranges at which detection occurs (ROD) for various targets and at
different antenna heights.

b) False alarm rate (FAR).

c) Estimated amount and type of foliage penetrated.

d) Tarr t recognition capability by the operator.

e) System range and azim-ithal resolution.

f) Percentage of true targets detected and recognized.

g) Susceptibility to simple countermeasures (ECM).

2) Objective 2: To investigate the utility of the remote capability.

3) Objective 3: To investigate the reliability characteristics of the
M-FOPEN, the logistical support requirements to properly maintain the M-FOPEN,
and to determine the human engineerinq deficiencies associated with the
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operation and employment of the M-FOPEN.

4) Objective 4: To determine the training requirements to operate the
M-FOPEN properly.

G. Tests and Results

1) Base Line Testing - The purpose of this subtest was to determine
under controlled conditions the operational performance characteristics of
the M-FOPEN against various targets and the maximum range of detection for
targits in the open and in foliage.

The MPR on the AB-577/GRC antenna mast (this mast was used to facilitate
maximum range of detection (ROD) experiments to be performed at different
antenna heights) and the BSR were set up on one end of the range. Range
markers were placed at 50-meter intervals from the radar location out to the
maximum range available.

To enable baseline testing to be accomplished under as wide a variety of
terrain and foliage c•onditions as practical, three major test areas were
utilized:

a) Oper. area baseline test3 were conducted in an area called "McCarthy
Flats." A Fiaximum straight-line path of 14001 meters was available.

b) Densely foliated baseline experiments were conducted to the South
Range Test Area on the edge of the Schofield Barracks Forest Reserve. The
area is slightly elevated from the sur-o-nding terrain and exposed to all
prevailing winds. The tops of the tes normally move in the trade winds
which pervade the area. During gusts rr high winds, significant tree motion
was induced in the top portions of the trees. Extensive limb motion was in-
duced on the ground and intermediate levels. At this side, two locations were
used; one with the anterna immersed in the treps, the other with the radar
removed 30 meters from the edge of the trees.

c) Medium to light foliage and open mixed baseline tests were conducted
at Makua Gulch. There is a slight terrain mask directly in front of the radar.
Terrain limitations prevented detection experiments at ranoes beyond 750
meters for liqht foliage, 450 for medium/dense foliage, and 1100 meters on
the ope., road. The M-FOPEN was deployed on the Farrington Highway side of
the Gulch with a 38 foot high hillock with the antenna approximately 10 feet
above the M-FOPEN antenna.

The results of open baseline testino are shown in Table 1 and discussed be-
low:19,20,21

There were no false alarms for either the MPR or BSR in this phase of testing
during which 594 separate targets were presented to the radars.

Operators were able to identify single and multiple personnel and vehicular
targets presented by their distinctive audio presentation, relative speed
as they traversed through a ranne gate, and the duration and intensity of the
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signal indicated on the FOPEN Test monitor.

The system range accuracy was determined to be within t5 meters of the actual
range as determined by the target controller using range markers.

The azimuthal resolution of the M-FOPEN for bare ground was better than +3
degrees as compared with an advertised accuracy of t5 degrees.

The direction of target motion inbound or outbound was always (lO0) accurate.

The operators could deterrine when the radar was subjected to RFI (see
preceding discussion) by .istening to the audio. The extent to which the
RFI effected the radar, i.e, reduced detection range could also be determined
by the AGC/AFC readings in the test monitor box.

On three occasions, light rain fell during testing with no apparent effect
on radar performance.

It was determined that the 3ase Station configuration (BSR) did not offer
any significant advantage over the man-portable radar when the man-portable
antenna was used at 50 feet in height, using the AB-577/GRC antenna mast.
Testing of the BSR was therefore terminated after completion of the Bare
Ground Baseline Tests.

Densely foliated baseline experiments were performed with the MPR set up in
the 65 to 70 foot trees at both 30 and 50 foot antenna heights. The antenna
was within 2 meters of major tree limbs. Under these conditions, high AFC
readings were induced in the radar by tree motion close to the antenna.
This extremely high AFC condition precluded the detection of personnel tar-
gets beyond 150 meters because of the low frequency desensitization of the
radar. This further confirmed empirically derived effects of operating a
radar too close to the foliage. When the system was moved into an open area
approximately 30 meters from the edge of the foliage, the detection ranges
improved significantly as illustrated by Table 2. One hundred target
iterations were performed at thiis location using the MPR with a 30 foot
antenna height. Because prevailing winds at this location moved the foliage
continuously, some degree of AFC control (i.e., low freauency desensitization)
was always present. However, although this limited the detection ranges to
450 meters for personnel, vehicles could still be detected through 800 meters
of continuous foliage.

*Defined as: AGC = Signal Processor Automatic Gain Control
AFC = Signal Processor Automatic Frequency Control
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Detection ranges for open baseline with risinci terrain are given in Table 1.
The results of the light foliage testinq limited to 750 meters by terrain,
is shown in Table 2. Signal levels for group personnel and vehicular targets
were often twice threshold. The results of medium/dense foliage baseline
tests are also shown in Table 2. ROD were limited by terrain to 450 neters.
Signal levels for most targets were two to three times alarm threshold.

The resolution of the radar was found to be within the t3 degree accuracy
previously determined over bare ground.

2) Tactical Exercise and AN/PPS-5 Comparison (24 - 27 April 1973) -
The M-FOPEN and AN'PPS-5 radars were colocated at one end of the Makua Gulch
test site, both scanning essentially the same presentation of terrain and
foliage. Both antennas were approximately the same height above ground,
i.e., 30 feet (Figure 30), with the AN/PPS-5 radar located on top of a 30'
hillock benind the M-FOPEN position. The area of surveillance was a

600 fan centered on an avenup of approach into the area. Operators were
separated so they could not observe or hear each other's activities. This
portion of the evaluation was conducted by the 25th Division Project Officer.
The results of this part of the evaluation are presented in Table 3.

The range gates were deployed according to varying simulated tactical situa-
tions with which both radars were confronted; variations of terrain,
foliage, and target avenues of approach. Random sinqle and multiple targets
were injected separately and simultaneously into both radar areas of surveil-
lance with tactical dispersion distances used for multiple personnel targets.

A total of 34 separate target runs were presented to both radars during this
phase of testing. A target run consisted of the movement of a target between
two predetermined points.

The M-FOPEN (MPR at 30 feet antenna height) detected, manually tracked, and
correctly identified 31 out of the 34 target runs presented. Of the three
missed targets, one was a lateral target dt the maximum range, 750 meters.
The second occurred during a 5-minute period in which the batteries had
dropped below the minimum operating voltage. Despite operator training that
each battery should be charged after ten hours of use, the battery had not
been charged for 3 days. The third miss occurred during the first evening
of the exerc.se when a second group of targets were inserted after a pre-
vious group had moved out and stopped. The operators had tracked the first
group of targets until they stopped, then placed the range gates (inner and
outer) 50 meters either side of that locu-ion. During further movement the
second group did not traverse either range qate. Subsequent discussion of
the results of the first night's testing with both groups of operators result-
ed in the M-FOPEN operators deciding to keep one ranqe Qate at 150 meters as
a guard ring and track with the outer gate only. A repeat of the multiple
target experiment on the second evening resulted in both qroups being
detected and tracked. During the conduct of the tactical exercise, only
once was a target called in to test control by the M-FOPEN operators during
a period in which there were no controlled targets in the area. The operators
reported this as a grazed threshold which could not be tracked, in contrast
with all other targets which could be tracked in ranne, identified by type,
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and loca ad in azimuth. On the second evening of the practical exercise, the
operator::: assembled the MPR on the AB-577/GRC mast in total darkness in one
hour.

The AN/P: 3-5 rad r which was perfcrming surveillance on the same area,
detecte a nly six out of the 34 targets presented. Of the 34 targets, 19 of
the 34 targets crossed open areas visible to the PPS-5 and should have been
detected. Four of the six detections were in daylight hours. One of the
two evening target detections was a vehicle, the other, a group of ten men
on an open road. Neither was tracked for any significant distance, only the
vehicular target could be identified as such, and the azimuth information
provided was, for the most part, in error by +200. The PPS-5 radar was
operated from vehicular power with the inverter because iti battery would
not run the radar more thai 20 minutes when the remote inc'icator was used.
Durir i both evening portions of the test, numerous false targets were called
by t AN/PPS-5 operators to test control. Apparently these were caused by
wind motion of the -oliage within and at the edge of the field-of-view of
the AN/PPS-5 radar. On the secornd evening the AN/PPS-5 was shut down due
to ý.ind motion of tl-e foliage which rendered the set unusable.

3) In-Town Test - As an adjunct to the tactical exercise, the MPR was
disassembled and taken to the town of Makaha where it was assembled in 20
minutes in a backyard. Ccntrolled personnel targets were tracked and
identified out to 400 metters and vehicles out to 650 meters. Targets could
not go Jeyond 650 meters .,n the road because of highway traffic. This was
accomplished in spite of iuch uncontrolled personnel and vehicular activity
in the area. To make thes•e detections, the M-FOPEN signal had to traverse
through numerous h')uses, -ees, powerlines, and telephone poles, as shown inFigure 31.

This test ciearly 2monstrated the capabilities of the M-FOPEN to penetrate
buildings and suppress clutter, such as moving powerlines, while detecting
targets.

41 Helicopter Detection Test - These detection experiments were per-
formed at Makua Valley. One of the three M-FOPEN radars was modified so
that he licopt.rs could be tracked and their doppler spectra measured. UH-l
and AH-IG helicopters participating in a live fire demonstration downrange
were used as targets.

Using the A-scope and chart recorder with the modified MPR at 30 feet antenna
height, helicopters were ty-icked at 2,990 meters, the maximum range of the
FOPEN track capability. At the tOD of a hill, 1160 meters from the radar,
two AH-IG Cobras landed and shutdown their engines. The range gate was
positic ied over th aircraft and data recorded during approach, hover, and
engine Thutdown. A uniqL: signature was recorded for each type of aircraft
activity which clearly showed the rotation of the main rotor blade and doppler
signal received f-m the moving aircraft fuselage. When the pilot shutdown
his engine, the main rotor was observed to slow down and stop on the chart
recorder. The energy received from the aircraft was 27 times the background
noise at 1160 meters in range even though light foliage and a slight rise in
the ground blocked the aircraft from the FOPEN radar.
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The results of thih test were provided to the AVSCOM and resulted in a task
being originated at LWL to further study the detection of helicopters with
low frequency radar. Section V describes this program.

5) Countermeasures Test - During this test, which was completed at the
end of the tactical exercise, the effects of simple field expedient counter-
measures and the electronic vulnerability of other radiatinq 5ources, and
the effect of standard military FM equipment on the M-FOPFN radar were in-
vestigated. Two types of passive, field expedient target imitators were used
against the M-FOPEN. Random motion of the targets were induced by test
personnel shaking the targets. During this codntermeasure exercise, targets
were inserted along pretested paths and the difference in detection capability
recorded.

a) Simple field expedient countermeasures which were installed in a
heavily foliated drea 400 meters from the radar consisted of aluminum foil
targets and communications wire - WD-l. When suspended in the trees and
shaken either manually or by the wind, they did not cause the M-FOPEN to
alarm.

b) Personnel were detected when they emplaced and activated the counter-
measures.

c) During the period the countermeasures were activated, 1. 2, and
4-man targets were detected at 400 meters with only slight degradation due
to a small AFC/AGC buildup caused by the counterme-asures.

d) The countermeasures could be located in range by moving out the
range cate until a buildup in AGC/AFC was noted.

e) Operation of standard FM radios, 6~oth man-oack and vehicular types,
at subharmonics of the M-FOPEN frequency at distances of ten feet from the
radar had no measurable effect. FM ralios were used for all phases of the
evaluation with no measurable effect on the system performance.

6) Maintenance of M-FOPEN - There were no electronics, cable, or bat-
tery failures during the six weeks of this evaluation. No maintenance was
performed on the M-FOPEN systems other than operator maintenance consisting
of cleaning and charging batteries. Two mechanical field modifications to
the AB-577/GRC atitenna mast and antenna bracket were done by the Ground
Surveillance Section during the test. These consisted of making nylon
guylines to replace the metallic cable guylines used with the AB-577/GRC and
fabricating a plywood antenna r•ount to raise the antenna above the metallic
support. These imodifications were necessary to reduce the movement of metal
items in the near field of the antenna.

H. Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the results of the M-FOPEN User Eva!ua-

tion. 19

1) The M-FOPEN has demonstrated a capabil:' to detect militar'y targets
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over bare ground and thrcugh foliage with jreater than 95% prob, )ility of
detection as shown in TaLles 1 and 2.

2) The M-FOPEN has demonstrated an 2xtremely low false a-irm rate, i.e.,
two false alarms 'or 1,2 5 target iterations in six weeks of te-ting.

3) The M-FOPEN (MF ) has demonstrated a capability of Denetrating
foliage not possible wilo conventional ground surveillance radars such as the
AN/PPS-5.

4': The APR has demonstrated a capability of penetrc .ing the following
amount; of ve 'etation to detect targets:

aV 450 Ileters of dense foliage (60 to 75 foot mahogany trees) to

detect person:•el, 800 meters to detect vehicles.

b 750 1leters f light foliage to detect both personnel and vehicles.

5.ý Oper, tors w re able to identify targets by their distinctive doppler
audio Vresent tion, .lative speed through the ranqe gate, and amplitude of
the signal as displa ed on the test monibor box.

6) The ":actica utility of the MPR configuration was demonstrated dur-
ing the tacti:al exe cise in which 91% of the targets were detected, tracked,
and identified with jfficient informati)n to enable the targets to be engaged
and neutral ized.

7", The tandar.. Army gjround surveillance radar, the AN/PPS-5, is not
.capable of de.ectin(J or locating targets when any portion of the intervening
field-of-view of thE radar contained foliage.

8': The A-FOPEr' is not significantly affected by or subject to false
alarm by wind at any test location.

9) The M-FOPEN is not false alarmed or significantly affected by simple
field expedient countermeasures although the system is slightly desensiti-zed.
Targets were detected prior to and during the emplacement of the counter-
measuras.

l') The mechanicilly complicated tower and related assemblies of the
M-FOPEN provided only slightly greater detection ranqe which did not warrant
their instailation ui ler tactical conditions.

1) The M-FOPEN MPR when used with the AB-577/GRC mast orovides a target
detection capability similar to that of the BSR at a significant savings in
size, weight, and complexity.

12) It was determined during tests at McCarthy Flats that target height
is an important factor in the detection of the target. This was observed
when the target vilked in a depression which reduced the return from the tar-
get a'. that rang(.. Increasing the antenna height from 30 to 50 feet reduced
this .Jffect.
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13) The de ection and tr,:king of rotary wing aircraft, even those con-
cealed by foliac • has been demonstrated and shown to be practical using the
M-FOPEN radar. he signatures are so uniqije that a simple discrimination
circui,. could b( added to the M-FOPEN to enable the automatic discrimination
between helicop !rs an(1 other types of targets.

14) The feasibility of using an M-FOPLCN MPR radar in builtup residential
areas to see through buildings, power lines, etc., to detect moving target,
has been demonstrated.

15) The fiberglass antenna mast used with the MPR configuration shows
general military potential and application. It appears superior, particular-
ly more durable, than the standard RC-292 antenna masts currently in Army-wide
use. It was easier to assemble and disassemble, stronqer, more flexible
and capable of providing grelter mast height than the RC-292.

16) The maintenance requirements of the M-FOPEN radar were found to be
minimal. Normal op' rator maintenance consisting of cleaning was sufficient
to maintain the rad , for extended periods.

17) The test m iitor box was determined by operators to be an invaluable
adjunct to the operci ion of the radar. It provided the operators with addi-
tional information v, ith which to determine target characteristics.

18) The AB-577/GRC antenna mast is preferred over the fiberglass antenna
mast when vehic-ular transport is available.

19) The M-FOPEN alarm indicators (audio, lights, beeper and wrist alarm)
are n'nfatiguing and nore than adequate to alert the operator under all
conditions.

20) The rýmote capability of the M-FOPEN display box and the wrist
alarm are very desirable features.

21) One week of training is sufficient to train most operators; however,
two weks with emphasis on tactical experience is preferable.
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V. APPLIC.TIIJlS ()IL- NPl- TLC 1,,1(LuuY RESULTIIJU
FRint THE 11.l1. FOPEI1 P.A0AP PROGPA!i

A. Summary

In addition to the two generations of Foliage Penetration radars previously
discussed, several other radar syst-,r- and system concepts evolved from this
effort. Fortunately, the structur,, LWL has enabled many of those areas
to be pursued further.

1) The airborne FOPEN radar, Part B of this Section and Appendix G,
began with a request from Vietnam to examine the possibilities of mounting
a FOPEN radar on a moving platform such as a truck. This stemmed from the
successful use of the man-pack FOPEN on a patrol boat (at rest) to provide
security when the vessel was hiding in the shore line.

2) The need for a small, light-weigl.t false alarm-free sensor to be used
on a listening post or ambush was well known. It was the combination of two
separate investigations of proDaqation and sianal processin, that resulted in
the 1200 MHz coherent radar with balanced processing, which became the PPS-14
(see Part C of this section).

3) While using the PPS-4 radar in conjunction with the early non-
coherent FOPEN, an adaptive processor designed for the FOPEN was tried with
the PPS-4. The success of a nonfatiguing aural presentation and the addition
of an automatic alarm feature for this radar led to a separate program to
fabricate adaptive alarm systems for the PPS-4 and PPS-5. Ten months later
alarm units were employed in an operational evaluation in Vietnam and Korea.
(See part D of this section.)

4) It was suggested in June, 1971, that perhaps the motion of the
treads of a tank, which move at twice the velocity of the vehicle, could be
used as a means to discriminate between tracked and wheeled vehicles. A
modified FOPEN radar (140 MHz) and PPS-14 (1200 MHz) were obtained from the
contractor, Aerospace Research, Inc. (ARI), and data was developed to
demonstrate the concept. (See part E of this section.)

5) in the late 1960's there were a large number of intrusion alarms on
the market intended for indoor applications. Many of these devices used
ultrasonic energy for detection. Most of these were coherent devices and
all depended on simple filter and threshold crossina for the alarm mechanism;
as a result, they are prone to false alarms from moving fans, swinning drapes,
etc. Two organizations, Syracuse University Research Corporation (SURC) and
ARI applied the teLhnology gained with the FOPEN radars to these acoustic
systems. ARI now produces three series of ultrasonic and microwave intrusion
detectors that are sold commercially. These were evaluated by LWL and in-
corporated into the Army's Physical Security program. (See part F of this
section.)

6) While in Korea in April 1971, the author was sl-own supposedly secure
air defense sites and army depots at which a hiah degree of pilferage was
being experienced. It was obvious that some sort of cheap, low-false-alarm
perimeter coverage was necessary. A feasibility program was sub:witted in



the FY72 budget but wa not fundei. A year later, Dr. Ja-mes Rodems of SURC
became interested in t ie idea and connected an L-band indoor intrusion
detector to a Goubau '-ansmissio.i line (consisting of two launcers and 400
feet of #12 wire) and 'emonstrattd detectiors of personnel up to 6 feet
away from the wire. I GNI (generation of new ideas) pro-ra.- was estat.is!ed
at LWL which later formed the basis for the current progrx.. described in
part G of this section.

7) Tests of the PPS-14 L-band FOPEN rada:" -y .ASSTER at Ft. Hood and
by LWL in Florida with the Def nse Communications Planning G' ,D?)
demonstrated the capability of this radar ;c •e:-:t -,t-'s :-ie s..rface
of the water. A program was established in ;" to - t.ie -=pp;ica-
tion of FOPEN type systems to the swimmer detectic. pro'-em. T7e results
are described in part H of this section.

8) The AN/PPS-14 was also tried as a building surveill!ance radar;
however, its wide fixed-rarnge gate precluded discrimiat.-.. a2,-d location of
targets. Subsequently the swi~r.=:t detectic.- radar, -i.so "tion
L-band (915 MHz) system wit:h a 5-foot range -ate was •s. t- person-
nel in buildings through brick an;-. concrete Ic:k "s. B--SB s.s-s are
described in Part I f this secti:.n.

9) Based on te .ts of ý: ,.-T'?-- raca- -'awaii against 'elicopters,

a program was establ ished w.- F to ss'.-. p-- .s z- detection
of helicopters flyi.., nap-o•=-the-eart-h by V-F. raar systemS. This program
is described in part J of this section.

B. Airborne FOPEN Radar

Work o.. the airbor,•e FOPEN radar bega- ':.ith a st'y p.ýase in the fall of 1970
in which data from various target types .,as `7-o.. t-....e types of
moving platforms. These platforms included a t... zk, ._, =- an acraft
The radar data was digitized anc. stored on mag.et: tapa:- p-zrccasing arc
analysis of the data was accomplished through tre use cf a general purpose
computer.

The radar system was basically a dual channel VRRRST Base Station Radar with
cross polarized antenna capable of receiv. .x.... .. rtic-1

Polarizations simultaneously. Six doppler chan.•e.s pl'.s ra;e.7a and gain data
were converted to 12 bit digital words and recordc' c- ma;.:etic -ape. The
field data was latl:." reformatted, demultiplexed arnd recorded on permanent
data tapes for sub..2quent computer analysis.

The radar and instrumentatlcn system was mo::':. :. a .r..ck,
a boat and an airplane (Figures 32 and 33). Data f-s c ,&cec from both
open fields an,.' wooded areEs. Both moving and fixed tarsgs-;s, which were
located throug•i the use of a beacon, were considered.

Analysis of the data was centered around a Univac i236 digital co:::puter
with an interactive "eyset/CRT system. Processing techniques including power
spectrum and cross power spectrum programs, spectwT.- :2apping programs, and
special filtering prcgra;,,is ,;ere developed.
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One of the primary and most significant results of the program was the develop-
ment of a process that eliminated, to a large extent, the doppler return from
the platform motion. Based on the premise that the clutter was stationary
for short terms, a frequency filter was developed based on past clutter history.
This filter continually adapted to the clutter environment, and significantly
reduced the doppler response due to the platform motion. It was found that
fixed as well as moving targets could be identified using this frequency
discrimination technique.

As a result of the Moving Platform Study, 2 2 a hardware development phase was
initiated with the objective of providing a fieldable airborne FOPEN radar,
see Fgure 33,to further test the techniques developed during the study phase.

The developmental processor uses a mini-computer, a hard-wired Fast Fourier
Transfo.'m (FFT) and a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) display, Figure 34.

The hard-wired FFT developed by SURC can output a 256 complex point trans-
form at the rate of 150 per second. This enables real-time processing and
displaying of the radar data. One of the outputs of the processor is a
radar map; the processor also has the ability to display all the spectra and
the filtered spectra as they are processed.

The CRI display, shown in Figure 34, also developed by SURC, presents a dis-
play frame of 256 by 256 picture elements. Each picture element displays
eight levels of gray scale. The entire !iiplay frame can be rotated to
allow entering of new display data at th. top and the discarding of the old-
est data at the bottom.

In parallel with the hardware development additional data was collected from
an airborne platform. A corner reflector with a 176 square neter cross-
section was used as a primary target. Data from the corner reflector was
gathered and .ts empirical cross-section determined through a computer analysis
and compared with its theoretical cross-section. The results indicated
that the :neasurement technique was valid and the cross-section of a given
area of object could be determined experimentally, thereby laying the basis
for target detection predictions in given types of clutter areas.

Data for the development phase was collected from the same basic radar as
during the first phase, with the exception that the radar anl-nna was side
looking and horizontally polarized. Two range oates were aided to the radar
making a total of three range gates rather than one as in the previous test-
ing. Data was collected over water, open fields and heavy forests.

It was determined that the radar cross-section of the foliage was too large
to permit reliable detections of concealed targets for the resolution of the
measurement system, and a decision made to reduce the operating frequency to
50 MHz. Modifications were made to the data recording system, radar, and
antenna, after which additional clutter and calibrated target (a dipole)
measurements were made. The results showed a dramatic reduction in clutter
cross-section and indicate that a simple static target detection system is
feasible.
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The significant results and conclusions are summarized below:

1) The data gathered at both 140 and 50 MHz was sufficiently reliable
and repeatable to enable the measurement of the radar cross-sections of
both point targets and distributed targets.

2) Within the parameters of the simple 140 MHz system, sufficient re-
solution was not available to detect targets concealed by foliage without
false alarms.

3) The detection of static targets concealed by foliage has been demon-
stratnd at 140 MHz and sufficient data is available to show the practicality
of such a system if the resolution cell were reduced from 100' x 100' to
15' x 15'.

4) Reducing the radar frequency from l40 MHz to 50 MHz efrectively re-
duced the energy received from the clutter by 15 dB.

5) A simple, unfocused, side looking radar is feasible and Lould be
Jemonstrated with nominal changes to the existinq 50 MHz radar. The exist-
ing computer signal processor, and display could be flown to demonstrate
this radar wth only a small programming chanqe.

C. The PPS-14: L-B•nd Intrusion Detector

To provide surveillance protection aqainst crawling targets at short ranges,
experiments were conducted using a CW 1,000 MHz doppler radar system. Tests
showed that over bare ground, the maximum detection range was limited only
by:

1) Antenna height (ground lobing effect)

2) Average power

3) System resolution (antenna gain, apertire, ranne cell size)

In foliage, however, two additional limitations are placed on the system,
attenuation and cutter. At L-band (1,000 MHz) the attenuation due to foliage
is approximately 0.5 dB per meter, which represents a total two-way attenua-
Jion through 25 meters of foliage of 25 d1.

These experiments confirmed that, at frequencies much above 140 MHz, the
attenuation of the foliage became a critical factor. Even for a high power,
high resolution system penetration of more than 50 to 100 meters of foliage
becomes impossible.

The Listening Post Surveillance Device PPS-14, Fiqure 35, is an L-bana dop-
pler radar. The range of frequency chosen was such tnat a degree of foliage
penetration could be obtained while realizinq a fair trade-off for antenna
height and size. The nucleus of the system is the sianal orocessing, both
adaptive and balanced, described in Appendix A, which enables the radar to
cope with moving foliage. Using this processng scheme, good detection under
both high and low wind conditions can be obtained.
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Operationally, the PPS-14 consists of a single unit which can be tree mounted
with the stretch cord provided in the carrying pack, supported by an optional
tripod, or supported by any convenient means at the discretion of the operator.
For best performance the radar should be placed as high as practical (at
least 7 to 9 Feet preferred), but, in any case, between 4 and 15 feet off
the ground. The zone of surveillance is approximately a 60 degree fan-shaped
area ranging From approximately 25 to 150 meters. The desensitized zone
around the unit is essential to minimize effects of operator motion which
could cause false alarms. This zone extends to approximately 25 meters. The

system can be deployed and put in operation in about one minute. There are
no sensitivity, calibration or threshold controls to complicate usage. The
operator pulls upon the antenna reflectors, turns the swtch to the ON positisn,
and the radar is in full operation. Complete system and Dattery test is ac-
complished by activating a test switch ;f desired. Battery life is rated at
10 hours continuous use. The total package weighs about ten pounds, includ-
ing batteries. The alarm has been designed specifically to be consistent
with the concept of use. Gallium arsenide lights concealed within the con-
trol panel of the unit display the presence and direction of targets without
compromising operator position. A wrist alarm is suPolied which visually
displays target presence and direction while alerting the operator by its
vibration. This device is for remote use with WD I/TT standard Army field
wire.

Basic capabilities and limitations of the system have been established as a
result of LWL field tests and the MASSTER and Vietnam Evaluations. Maximum
range data obtained to date indicates that a walking man can be detected
through about 40 meters of heavy brush and out to 100 meters in the open.
Maximum range data for a crawling man vary from 20 meters to 40 meters, de-
pending on environmental conditions. Slowly moving vehicles can be detected
at maximum ranges from 50 to 130 meters dependinq on environmcrntal conditions.
Canoes have been detected moving up to 50 meters from the system. Multiple
targets will enhance detectability under any conditions.

The PPS-14 was tested by MASSTER, Ft. Hood, TX a June 1970. A 98" probability
of detection was achieved with no false alrm.. ! Sufsequenity. i ,was
evaluated in SEA as an intrusion detector , and more recently, as a build-
ing surveillance oevice.

D. Automatic Alarm for the PPS-4 and PPS-5 Radars
ý95

The non-coherent signal crocessi,,g study was published in April 196g.. As
a result, Mr. Aaron Gaivin of Aerospace Research, Tnc. came forth with a new
signal processing concept, which enabled automatic deteCti.on of moving tar-
gets when used with either a coherent or non-coherent radar.

Under high clutter conditions experienced whe; ta'v-.ts are to be detected in
vegetation and in which the clutter spectrum is variable, it is possible to
help the situation considerably by introducing adaptive filte.ing. In
adaptive filtering, the cutoff frequency of the hiqhpass filter is variable
and is set in a feedback systerm by the amount of clutter residue enerqy which
appears at the filter output. instead of requirinq the permanent sacrifice
of low-velocity target detection, this type of processor rejects low
velocity targets for only those portions of time where the wind is blowing
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severely. As soon as the wind Subsides, the cutoff frequency of the filter
decreases to a lower value, which reintroduces high sensitivity to low
velocity targets. If the parameters of the system are chosen properly, it
is possible to perform good detection of targets while maintaining a very
low false alarm rate.

The Model AU-1040 Adaptive Signal Processor was developed by ARI and sup-
plied to the Land Warfare Laboratory. The device contains two processing
chatinels, one of which is built around a three-pole electronicaliy variable
active highpass filter, Figure 36, and is used in a feedback arrangement
shown ir. Figure 37, to provide normalization of the filtered clutter residue.
The otner channel uses a five-pole filter feeding an optimal time-on-target
integrator followed by a latching threshold and alarm. The filter response
pair can track over a doppler frequancy range somewhat in excess of an order
of magnituu-, The use of a lower-slope filter response (18 dB per octave)
in the adaptive control loop provides increased clutter energy (because the
major pcrtion of the clutter energy is at a lower frequency) for the operation
of that loop and provides a high degree of prctection for the 30 dB per
octave highpass detection channel against effects of time-varying wind-excited
clutter -)tion. A moving target can only stay in a range resolution cell for
a limited amount of time; hence, that target will cause only a small amount
of filter adaption -- not enough to cause a significant amount of self-
cancellation and resultant loss in target detectability; the time constant
of the clutter-residue integrator is much longer than that of the detectionchannel. If there is a normal buildup of wind, however, the clutter energy
will gradually redistribute itself in doppler frequency in such a way as to
produce greater energy at higher frecuencies. This is a situation in which
the adaptive filter will continuously adjust itself to provide a low clutter
residue for the detection channel and, hence, a low false alarn rate is ob-
tained. If the wind subsides, the higher frequency portion cf the clutter
energy is reduced and the filter retunE- itself to a lower Putoff freauency
to provide very low veloCfty target detection.

The adaptive processor was tested extensively with the non-coherent 14-0 MHz
radar system.: Although the radar was able to detect targets autt.oratica! y
and maintain a very low false alarm rate, certain limitations in tnh design
of non-coherent radars forced a change to a coherent system., As a resuit,
the adaptive processor without modifications was tried wit" the PPS-A
radar during the Panama test in September 1968, (the PPS-4 is a mnicrowave --
X-Band -- non-coherent qround surveillance radar which had been obtained for
comparison purposes) Personnel and vehicular taroets were automatically
detected with the alarm even when the range .eat.- of the PPS-4 contai ned some
foliage.

As a result of these tests, a separate task was established for the purpose
of fabricating six hardened systems for operational evaluation. Three each,
Figures 38 and 39, with the characteristics of Table 4, were evaluated in
the fall of 1969 in RVN and Korea, During the six-mionth evaluation, noneof the units required "aint-enance. n all cI... ......... ,, l ases, the alarm's detection
capability was the same as or better than a well-trained operator.- In Viet-
nam, the alarm actually increased the range at which detections were made,
due to a substantial --eduction In oerato. f" a iue
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TABLE 4. ADAPTIVE PROCESSOR SPECIFICATIONS

Input: Inband signal for alanm, 7.8 mv peak

Outputs: Audio alarm
High and low velocity indicator lights
Processed siqnal to headphones

Thresholds: Target threshold lV
Clutter residue thresholds (8 dB below

target threshold) 0.4 V

Inband Gain: 42 dB
12 dB (with full 30 dB AGC)

Low Pass Filter: Three-pole Buttenrorth with KHz
cutoff frequency

Adaptive Filter: Three and five-pole Butterwort, vi,. L
cutoff frequency normally 15 Hz,
controllable to 150 Hz

High Pass Filter: Three-pole Butterworth with
(High Velocity Channel) 150 Hz cutoff frequency

Power: 30 ma @ +6 V
30 ma A -6 V

Z? •ize. 2" x 4" x 6" HWC

leucc rature: -55°C to +55°C
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The PPS-4 has two basic modes of operation: a stationary range-gate mode
and a scanning range-gate mode (in the scanning mode there are actually two
modes, one short scan of 200 meters and another lornqer scan of 500 meters.)

The automatic alarm demonstrated its ability to detect walking man targets
either when they were in a clear area or in an area in which a considerable
amount of blowing foliage occupied the same resolution cell as the target.
In all cases when foliage in the cell was blown by the wind, operator de-
tection by earphone became nearly impossible. Under the same conditions,
the automatic alarm adapted to the background conditions and still provided
reliable detection. The foliage penetration capability of the radar is,
of course, limited because of the greater-than-4 dB per meter of attenuation
that would be experienced.

E. RADPAVE: Discrimination Between TracKed ard Wheeled Vehicles

LWL has been continuing experiments to gather data on the radar cross-section
of various targets so that technology developed in low frequency radar
could be furthered. In examining the return, at L-band from wheeled vs. track
vehicles, certain higher frequency components were present in the doppler
spectra of the tracks. It was deterrined that these components resulted
from motion of the treads of the vehicle. Since the treads move forward at
a speed twice that of the vehicle, the return sicnal from the treads appears
at precisely the second harmonic of the base dcppler frequency. A PPS-14
was modified with two harmonically related doppler bandpass filters located
at the output of the sample-and-hold circuit. Figure 40 shows a portion of
aud~o data recorded of an M-60 tank moving through the range cell at 5 mph
radial velocity and 450 incidence to the radar. Cha-.el one is the basic
doppler return; from the fundamental filter, channel two is the output of
the second harmonic filter designed to remove the fundamental frequency with

20 dB voltage gain over channel one.

"Ii,e results dramatically indicate the presence of a second harmonic type
signal. No such signal was present for wheeled vehicles or test cargets.
These results fit our original criterion in that the tread size is approxi-
mately equal to one wavelength. This concept is being Dursued both as an
adjunct to a ground surveillance "adar ard as a remote discrimination sensor.

F. The Ultrasonic Radar

A large number of ultrasonic intrusion devices nave been developed principal-
ly for indoor intrusion detection. These syste's are gen.erally ultrasonic
radars without balanced signal processine. They are prone to false alarms
from vibrating walls, drapes, blirds, the displacerment of air from rotating
fans and 61trason~c noise interfe-ence., A typical system consists of a 20
to 40 kilohertz ultrasonic source, microphone detectors, -eceiver/audio
amplifier, rectifier and intearator, and an autmrratic thresho'd alarm circuit.

During the development of the signal processing for the FOPEN radars in "968,
Aerospace Research, Inc. (ARI) demons:.rated the sianificant 4mprovement to
ultrasonic radar systems obtained with the addition of balanced signal oro-
cessors. The effect is the same as that obtained in the FOPEN radars, name-
ly, that of cancellation of vibratory motion in the field-of-view when there
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is no net motion over the duration of the signal intearation time. Thus,
the real intruder ta-get has a greatly increased probability of detection,
and false alarms are virtually eliminated.

LWL initiated a program in 1968 to pursue the commercial ADVISOR V produced
by ARI as an interior intrusion detector. The objective of this program was
to evaluate a basic intrusion detection system for arms room protection.
"Volume coverage" (as opposed to monitorinq only doors and windows) was con-
sidered essential for this system; ultrasonic radar was selected as the
primary detection moce that would best provide -his type coverage. Based
on these initial guidelines, the ADVISOR V ultrasonic motion detector was
chosen as the detectcr component for the Arms ?oom Security System (ARROSE).
An additional advantage of ultrasonics over electromagnetics is that ultra-
sonics are reflected from windows and walls, thus ooundinq the sensor inside
the structure or room. Electromagnetic systems (radars) can penetrate the
walls of the facility and cause false alarms from legitimate outside activity.

Various other components such as battery chargers, local and remote alarm
units, system arming time delays, etc. were either purchased or buIlt at US
Army Land Warfare Laboratory (USALWL) and combined into a security system
capable of reliably detecting and relaying intrusion information. The com-
plete ARROSE system Frovided a means of evaluating the ADVISOR V detector.

ARROSE systems were installed for test and evaluation in two locations at
Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) and in three locations at Danang, Vietnam.
Both systems at Aberdeen and two of the systems at .anana performed excellent-
ly. They were simple to install and could be maintained with a minimum of
training. The systems at APG, had no failures in over two years of operation.
The third system at Danang had to be returned to USALWL because of intermit-
tent malfunctions. Those malfunctions were later assessed, based on labora-
tory tests, to be caused by frequent power failures at the installation site,
which resulted in a gradual degradation of the backup batteries.

The AN/FSS-8 (ADVISOR V) shown in Figure 41, is an ultrasonic doppler motion
detector which contains a unique .ype of sional processing to minimize false
alarnms. This unit can be used with up to twenty transceivers for either
single or multiple room installations. Tamper circuitry is Drovided to re-
duce vulnerability of the installation. The ADVISOR V operates on 16 VAC
and has a 4-hour rechargeable battery bdck-uo supply. The output from the
unit is either a normally open or normally closed switch. This switch acti-
vates the Alarm Contrel Module to relay the alarm ;nformation to local or re-
mote monitor points.

The transceiver unit, shown in the figure contains transmittinq and receiving
transducers --id operates at a frequency of 26 KHz. They are normally mount-
ed on walls cr par' tions and positioned (aimed) to protect a given area.
Eich transcEiier privides an elliptically-shaped volume of coveraqe approxi-
mately 30 feet wide and 40 feet long, when properly installed in dil area
relatively free of air turbulence. The most effe,;tive protection is provided
in areas within line-of-sight of the transceiver.

The Alarr' Control Module, shown in the fiqure contains a timer, two transformers,
;)atteries and relays. The module provides control circLitr-.: for battery
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charging, desk monitor operation and system arminq,as well as a local alarm
to alert personnel in the immediate area of an intrusiorn condition. Mounted
on one end of the module is the arm swit-h and two fuze holders. The fuzes
are in the 110 VAC line and the battery control circuit.

The arm switch and timer allows the operator to turn the system ON and then
leave the protected area without causing an alarm. The operator has approxi-
mately two minutes to vacate the area before the alarm system becomes opera-
tional.

0. Line Tntrusion Detector (LID)

The Line Intrusion Detector concept evolved from a need observed at a NIKF
site in Korea for a low-cost line sensor that could be used around the
perimeter of a building, fence, or installatior and yet be bounded so as not
to detect targets more than a fixed distance away. This is not possible with
conventional radars; and seismic detectors detect, not only a man 20 feet
iway, but also a truck or train a mile away. Hearing of the problem, Dr.
James Rodems of SURC decided to build a prototype detector using a Goubau
transmission line and an L-band intrusion detector. The prototype was then
tested by LWL under the Generation of New Tdeaa (GNI) Program and a formal
follow-on program was initiated.

The Goubau line is a sinale wire transmission line which can be used as a
means of propagating a non-radiating wave. The surface wave trdnsmission

line (SWL) goes back to 1898 when Sommerfield 26 derived the field of a non-
radiating wave which is guided by a single wire of finite conductivity. In

1907, Hams26 applied Sommerfield's theory to an insulated wire in order to
explain why the resonant wavelengti of an antenna made with insulated wire
is greater than that of olain wire. Subseauent experiments with a wire con-
nEcted to a transmitter showed no evidence of a surface wave; only the
radiating wave was excited. More recent work has shown that both radiating
and non-radiating waves exist simultaneously; their presenco may be derived,
theoretically, from Maxwell's ecuations by satisfying the boundary conditions
on the wire and the mutual orthogonality relations between radiating and
guided (non-radiating) fields.

In order to excite predominately the surface (ouided) iave, a launching device
must be used wh-ich preshapes a field to match the field distribution of the
surface wave. The launching can be done by means of a metal cone which is
connected to the outside conductor of a coaxial feed line. The outer dia-
meter of the cone is gradually increased until it is so large that it no
longer affects the field significantly. This results in a field distrib'Ition
at the end of the cone that approximates that of the surface wave along the
wire, The amount of energy lost over the wire (including launchers) consists
of four parts.' conductivity loss in the wire; loss in the dielectric coat;
radiation losses resultinq from a partial excitation of the radiating wave
by the launcher, and parasitic losses, such as those due to bends in the wire
or metal near the wire.

The initial experiments were performed with a 915 MHz continuous wave (CW)
ro.•rnrrial raidir bec.,11rP .-Nf its --,iil1)ilitY (sne Iig. 42). Two foam-filied
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horns with a type 'N' coaxial fitting were fabricated and 300' of #14
enameled wire was extended from the center conductor of one horn to the center
conductor of the other. The losses measured from the input of one horn to
the output of the other were 28 dB. This compares to data taken by Goubau
showing 3dB/!00' for 1000 MHzs and #12 wire and 2dB launch loss at each end,
or 13dB total.

Detection experiments weve performed with the configuration of Figure 43,
with the wire suspended in a hallway using the 915 MHz Radar. Personnel were
readily detected up to 6 feet away from the wire, with some increase in
sensitivity noticed near the launchers.

Although there was no radar clutter in the standard sense, motion of the
loosely suspended wire induced doppler energy into the system with the same
characteristics of moving foliage. Since the radar was coherent, the energy
was distributed about zero and was capable of being processed by the
radar's balanced processor (see Appendix B for a description of balanced
proces sing. )

Subsequent testing both indoors and with the wire suspended on wooden stakes
outdoors has shown that the radiated energy is confir..d to a region within
6 to 8 feet from the wire. Personnel moving radially or tangentially (to
the wire) could be detected up to a distance of 6 - 8 feet, however, vehicles
moving 15 feet away were not detected. After the sensitivity and time con-
stant of the balanced processor were adjusted, the unit was installed indoors
at LWL, suspended from the ceiling by 18" plastic hooks. The system was
operated 24 hours a day for 3 days, with no uncorrelated (false) alarms.

Based on the success of the preliminary tests, a program was established to
fabricate a 1000' section of Goubau line with optimized launchers to over-
come line losses and modify a commercial microwave intrusion alarm for the
ARI ADVISOR X for the radar and balanced processing. The resultino system
will be further tested for external perimeter protection at an Air Defense
artillery site or similar area.

H. A Swimmer Detector System

Swinmer Detection tests were performed under the LWL Task 07-P-71 Detection

of Submerged Targets by Aerospace Research, Iic. 27 to provide measurements
of radar characteristics of targets (swimmers) and clutter (water surface)
for use in the design of a swimmer detection radar -ystem. Preliminary
measurements using the LWL PPS-14 radar had indicate' that swimmers couid be
detected under some conditionc.

Initial measurements were made using two CW doppler radars, one operating at
140 MHz and the other at 915 MHz. Spectral characteristics of clutter r--
turn and targe" return characteristics under various watr surfaze condi-
tions were recorded.

The 915 MHz CW radar was then modified for operati~n as a high-range-
resolution pulsed system. The introduction of a high-resolution signal re-
sulted in swimmer return-to-clutter ratios sufficiently high for automatic
detection.
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Figgure 44 is a block diagram of the CW radar measurement system, Figure 45
the pulsed radar measurement system, and Table 5 a summary of the parameters
of the three systems used.

Three basic types of me.asurements were made using both CW and pulsed radars.
The first type consisted of spectral density plots of clutter return fro.g.
water surfaces under various conditions of wind and wave activity. The
second type of measurement consisted of signal return ampl itude vs. tirme
recordings from an 18-inch diameter spherical test target moving radially
with respect to the radar antennas while suspended in free space from a wire
and also towed on 'ne water surface. The third type of measurement con-
sisted of signal return amplitude vs. time recordings frcm suin.1mers moving
radially with respect to the radar antennas both with and witnout SCUBA
equipment.

Outdoor measurements of clutter spectra were made at a test site along th.
Charles River in Brighton, Massachusetts. The antenna was placed at the
iater's edge in an area free of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. Vegetation
in the immediate vicinity of the radar was limitod to low growing brush.
The clear-water area extended well beyond the radar range for almost 1800
in azimuth.

A second test site was used for calibration of the measurement system using
the test sphere target in a "free space" environment. The target was sjs-
pended from a trolley which ran on a wire stretched between two trees. The
radar antenna was mounted near one end of the wire and pointed along tl.e
target path. The target path was 8 - 10 feet off the grotnd. The target
was manually towed along the wire.

Indoor tow tests and swimmer tests were conducted at the Boys Club swimming
pool in Waltham, Massachusetts. The radar antenna was positioned six feet
above the water surface and waF di-ect-d across the Dool with its line-of-
sight pointed at the water surface at the midpoint of the pool. The test
target was manually towed on the wak.er surface along the antenna line-of-
sight using a pulley and line arrangement which kept the operator out of the
antenna beam. During swimnier detectior, tests, the swinnwr moved along the
same path.

A random wave pattern was generated in the pool by disturbinq the water sur-
face in one corner of the pool. Multiple reflections fror, the sides of the
pool produced waves with amplitudes up to 4 inches in height.

Outdoor swirrner detection tests nere condu'ted at the Massachusetts institute
of Technology Boathouse on the Charles River in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The radar was located on the boathouse dock with the antenna directed at the
water surface 30 feet from the dock. The swimrmer and test targets moved
along a line extending from the antenna ;j a piling about 60 feet out from
the edge of the dock.

The results of the tests provided the followinq information:

1) Clutter Spectra
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a) For water surface waves with amplitudes up to 4 inches, the clutter
spectra exhibi~s a sharp peak within the doppler band of interest for swirmnf-
detection at both 140 and 915 MHz. Most of the clutter energy lies in a
very narrow band around the spectrum peak.

b) The peak frequency varies only slightly (less than 2 octaves) for
a wide range of wave conditions.

c) The peak amplitude is a direct function of surface activity.

d) The vertically polarized return is stronqer (by up to 20 dB) than
the horizontal return for low angle grazing beams.

e) The velocity of w-ndblown waves on the water surface appears to
the radar as an unbalanced doppler return and may be detected as a target,
whereas the return from a random wave pattern, i.e., waves with no net
surface velocity, is suppressed somewhat by balanced processing.

f) The general character of the clutter spectra is the same as measured
by both CW and pulsed systems.

2) Target Returns

a) The 140 MHz and 915 MHz CW radars were capable of detections of a
swimmer on the water surface to a range of 30 feet under calm conditions,
using either vertical or horizontal polarization.

b) The 915 MHz CW radar detected a SCUBA equipped swimmer 2 feet below
the surface at ranges up to 15 feet under calm conditions using vertical
polarization, although the detections may be based on a surface effect caused
by the wate- displacement of the subsurface swimmer.

c) Reliable swimmer detections were not possible with either CW radar
when the water surface was d'sturbed substantially.

d) The 915 MHz pulsed radar produced a much improved target to c'utter"
ratio over either CW radar.

e) The 915 MHz pulsed radar was able to detect a surface swimmer in
calm or moderately disturbed water at a rance of thirty feet. This range
was limited by the fixed range gate position of the radar. Detection should
be possible at considerably greater ranges since the tarqet to clutter ratio
for the pulsed system varies roughly as fiR.

f) An underwater SCUBA equipped swimnier was also detected in calm sater
at a 30 foot range by the pulsed radar using vertical polarization. The
amplitude of the return appeared to be strongly dependent on the position of
the swimmer's air tank.

g) Vertical polarization produced the stronc, est tarqet returns and
some apparent surface penetration.

h) Based on comparison with test tarcset of known cross-section, a
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swiwmn'r with head only above water has a cross-section of about 0.1 ft. 2 at
140 MHz.

i) Based on comparison with a target of known cross-section, a swimmer
with head only above water has a radar cross-section of about

0.8 ft. 2 at 915 MHz.

Based on the total data gathered, the folIowinq can be concluded:

1) It appears that a system for the automatic detection of surface
swTi mmers can be built.

2) The same system would have a limited capahility to detect SCUBA-
equipped swimmers under the surface, particularly under relatively calm sui-
face conditions and at ranges under 30 feet.

3) The system which should be able to perform the swiwrmer detection
best would operate at high UHF or low L-band, utilize vertical polarization
and operate with a high range-resolution signal subsystem.

4) The signal processor would utilize balanced processing to suppress
the random components of background fluctuations p'lus a form of automatic
adaptive notch filter to suppress the peak unbalanced clutter component.

I. New Concepts in Building Surveillance

During LWL tests of a CW, 1000 MHz radar in June 1968, the capability of
energy in this frequency region to penetrate buildings and detect targets
was demonstrated. The system, which was tested, formed the basis for the
PPS-14 (Listening Post Surveill2nce Device) w"hich was ultimately evaluated
by MASSTER, Ft. Hood, Texas and ACTIV in Vietnam, (see Section V, C.)

After the PPS-14 was developed, experiments were performed which again
demonstrated that L-band energy is capable of penetratinq walls. It was
found, however, that the PPS-14 was not suitable -s a building surveillance
tool because of the fol'owing characteristics:

1) The wide range cell of 120 meters.

2) The lack of range cor.Trol.

3) The wide azimuthal antenna pattern with poor sidelobe suppression.

4) The signal processing optimized for foliage penetration, i.e., long
integraticn time constants.

Upon completing the swimmner tests in January 19,73, th pulse- " : z radar
described in Section VP H. was made available by ARI for tasts as a building
surveillance radar.

Since the 915 MHz measurement radar w4s designed to overcome problems inherent
in the detection of a swimmer, which were similar to those faced in
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sLrveillance of a bui'ding, and since a calibrated target was available, 't
was decided to perform a series of throuah-the-building detection experiments
using the measurement radar (A block diagram is shown ,n Figure 45.). This

system has the following characteristics:

1) Adjustable range with a 5-meter wide range cell.

2) An antenna beam width of 60 degrees, with qood sidelobe suppression.

3) Single channel balanced processor with short ti.;x. conlstants; i.e.,
the syztem is capable of making a detection in a much shorter time interval
than the PPS-14 system.

The radar waF set up looking at the side of a brick building. A measure of
the two-way losses through the double brick wall was obtained by taking the
rdtio of the radar return from the calibrated target when inside, then out-
side the building. Figire 46 is a sample (-f t.'e data recorded inside and
outside the building. This loss was determined to be 26 dB.

Two test ar.as were used. The wall was constructed of a iouble layer ofSbrick with a metal roof. The first site was inside a storage airea that had
wooden shelves on the walls; the second inside a photo laboratory. The wall
bof the ae t r T f site was the same as the first; however, between the radar

Iand the target en the wall were an air corditioner, air vent, metal sink,
metal tank and table, and numerous pipes. The target, one man, then walked
at different velocities both radially and tangentially with resnect to the
radar, inside and then outside the building.

The results of these te-ts established that one man rovino ;t ary velocity
from a very slow walK to a fast run could be detected even tVough the target
was blocked from view cr the radar by a double brick iall covered with metal
obstacles. These results were repeatable at differ, t distances behind the
wall, at another test site, and with different targeL -lotlons, from radial
to tangential. A sample of the alarm integrator data which shows 5 target
movinq inside the building is included as Fioure 47. Tn all cases, the

target exceeded the alarm thresho'd by at least 3 times and an alarm occurred
no more than one second after tie target started moving.

Sufficient experiments were conducted tc establish the det2ction capabilities
o this type of system and the losses associated with penetrating a brick
wall, To pursue this concept further, it would be logical to add an azimuth
and elevation angle location capability to the existing swirmer •easurement
radar and perform an evaluation of this breadboard. The application of such
a radar to urban warfare, as well as for police work, would be very valuable.

J. Helicopter Detection Experiments

Based on the Helicopter Detection Tests performed in Hawaii, AVSCOM, St. Louis,
MO funded a short-termc program to demonstrate the use of a FOPEN Radar for

the detection of helicopters flying nap-of-the-earth (NOE). The program was
also to determine the maximum detection ranges for radars operatinQ in this
frequency band, and to assess the effect cn range caused by changing the
radar cross-section of the helicopter. AVSCOM was concerned that certain
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Soviet radars operating in the frequency region 100 to 1000 MHz could be
adapted to the detection of helicopters ?t lonn ranges throuqh foliage.

Experiments were performed at Aberdeen Proving Ground to establish the

maximum range of detection for a UH-l Helicopter under four conditions.,

1) Hovering behind the trees

2) Flying behind a tree line

') Flying just above the trees

4) Flying substantially above the trees at greater than 100' altitude

The M-FOPEN Radar iias located at the edge of a tree line consisting of 50'
- 60' hardwoods/pines along Bush River. The helicopter flew 3 paths; one
along a radial line V0' over the tops of the trees, one along the edge of
the foliage 10' above the water, and one 50' over the tree tops. Hover tests
were conducted in cleared at ranges of 800 and 1300 meters from the
radar.

The results summarized below indicate that the detection range through
foliage is extremely dependent on target height and the amount of foliage
being penetrated.

Max. Range

Target Path Altitude Detected

UH-I Hiver 2' 800 M

UH-1 t4over 50' 1300 M

UH-l #1 along water 5' - !0' ILŽ0 M

UH-l "2 10' above trees 1,on M

UH-l #2 100' above trees 2000 M

Subsequent analysis of these results (See Appendix E) has confirmed the max--
imun range values obtained. This moda! shows that the maximum theoretical
detection range through foliage (i.e. total path through foliage) will vary
between 420 and 1340 meters depending on the type of foliage and the radar
cross-section of the aircraft. Since the rotor b'ade i. 8 at least 14 feet
above the ground, has a large peak radar cross-section,'- and moves o. a
precise number of revolutions (300 RPM) ?)er minute, it is the Drimary contri-
butor to the aircraft's doppler cross-se.7tion. If the M-FOPEN radar or other
VHF Systems were optimized to detect helicopters, (i.e. spectral, balanced
processing metched to the rotor blade), it ws.,Id be possible to detect and
locate the aircratt with a high degree of accuracy.

The radar range equation modified by Tamir (in Appendix E) for aircraft fly-
ing behind or just above the foliage has the form:
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R .13XlO16 Pt G T / 1/8

max B Nf 4

Where Pt = Peak power in watts,

G = Gain of antenna (in area units),
I = Wavelength,

= Aircraft cross-section,

B = System bandwidth,

Nf = Noise figure,

I = Equivalent

The analysis leads to the following conclusions. First, detection range goes
as tne 1/8th power of a , the radar cross-section of the aircraft. Thus, to
decrease the detection range by 1/2, it would be necessary to make a

28 or 256 ýimes reduction ir aircraft cross-section. Second, if one assumes

that both a and G vary as 1/)2 over the frequency of interest, the detection

range Rmax goes as /2 . Hence RPax decreases with increasing frequency,

i.e., a 10 times increase In frequency (10 times reduction in wave length)
will decrease detection ranqe by approximately 3 times. Thus, to detect
aircraft flying NOE, the choices of radar frequencies are heavily weigihted
towards 100 M4z. The existence of threats in this band indicate that ad-
ditional work needs to be done to protect army aircraft. Further, the M-FOPEN
radars have demonstrated an additional capability which could be provided
friendly units for protection from hostile aircraft.
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VI. SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS/CURRENT STATUS

In discussing the significant achievements of this program, an attempt has
been made to distinguish between real advances in technology and achieve-
ments which are, in fact, different applications of existinr principles. It
is concluded that the areas which represent a substantial advance in technology
are: signal processing, propagation studies, ard the airborne foliaae Denetra-
tion radar system. These areas are discussed in the following paragraphs.

A. Signal Processing

General: When USALWL started its FOPEN program in 196o, all Army tactical
radars required an operator to listen to audio data or watch A or B Scope
presentations, or both, in order to detect a target. This required a man to
monitor the radar continuously and frequent replacements as the cperators
became fatigued. In writing the in-house requirement document which guided
the development of the FOPEN radar, the Military Operations Division of LWL
stated that the radar should automatically detect a target and alert the
operator. Consequently, a substantial effort was started to gather target-
to-clutter and spectral data which would enable such an automatic alarm to
be designed and built. This program resulted in several major advances.
The most significant are summariz.d bel)w:

1) Noncoherent Signal Processing: The first successful attempt to
automatically process ground surveillance radar data was accomplished with
the adaptive processor built for LWL by Aerospace Research, Inc. (described
in Appendix A) and used with the noncoherent FOPEN prototype. The system
was able to adapt to the amount of clutter energy present in order to main-
tdln a low false alarm rate, and demonstrated the signii-icance of autv".:Lic
signal processing for ground surveillance radars. Although the limitations
inherent in a noncoherent radar required that a coherent system be usei for
FOPEN applications, the adaptive processor was successfully tested with other
noncoherent systems in the inventory; the PPS-4 and PPS-5 Army radars, the
PPS-6 Marine Corps radar, and the AN/PPS-iO system under development by
General Dynamics for the Marine Corps. As a result of these tests, a separate
program was established, \LWL Task 06-P-69), six hardered units were fabri-
cated by Aerospace Research, and two separate OCONUS evaluations conducted,
(Korea, Vietnam) in the fall of 1969. The evaluatinq Army and Marine Corps
uniits reported favorably on the automatic alarm.

In a message from the US Army, Vietnam,30 it was reported that the automatic
alarm had resulted in increased detections and reduced time to locate tar-
gets, 'hat operator efficiency was significantly incre--ed and that the re-
duction in operator fatigue permitted a soldier to op te the radar effici-
ently for 40 minutes without rot3tion as coposed to the . 2vious 20-minute
rotation requirement. The CG, USARV recommended that the LWL automatic
alarm be adopted as a standard item with the basis of issue of one per
AN/PPS-5 radar.

A Marine Corps report 2 9 3f a comparison test of several types of automatic
signal pr.'cessing with the AN/PPS-6 radar in September, 1969 stated that the
automatic alarm supplied by Aerospace Research, Inc. (ARI) performed far
better than any of its competitors. The test item consistently alarmedon
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moviNg targets with the highest degree of reliability arid +he lowest missed
target rate and false alarm rate. The ARI item was the only device that
gave zn dlar!M on moving tarSets in heavy clutter and with a 14-knot wind with
greate., reliability and a lower false alarm rate tan a human operator. The
'AM-rine Corps r-cconwended that further development of alarm systems be
terminated and that the ARI Model AU-1150 Adaptive Alarm be procured for
evaiuaticon and use with the ANI/PPS-6 Radar.

ihas, by April 1970, the. concept of automating groun:i surveillance radars
with the LWL automatic alarm had been established and the Prooram turned
over to the Parent Agency, ECOM. In July, 1970, AM. provided ECOM with sut-
ficient funds to Durchase several alarm un;ts (or equiva'ent) for the pur-
pose of prototyping these items with the PPS-5. The alrms at this time
cost $1,000 each rrom Aerospace Research, Inc., were in hardened form and
had surv4vea tiree separite ev.1luations (Vietnam, Korea, the Marine Corps)
without an electronics failure. The RFO (request for quute) DAABO7-72-R-0359
was issued on a competitive basis on 2 June 1972. The final contract
(DWAB07-73-C-O67) was awarded to 5ieneral Dynamics on 10 April 1973 for the
purpose of deveiopinr a prototype alarm system that could be used with the
PPS-5 radar. Mcre than four years after the Army -n Vietnam had recom-
mended adoption a:,d issue of an existing alarm which satisfied all their
requirements for the PPS-5 radar, action has regressed back to developing a
prototype.

2) Coherent Sign.a! Processing: To apnly automatic proces-ing to the
FOPEN radars, a coherent radar with balanced processor was r.quired.
Originally proposed by Dr. Henry Kalmus of Harry Diamond Laboratories (HDL)
in the 1950's, the first practical application was nr't until 1957 when
engineers at MIT incorporated a processor as p;rt of tOe Camp Sentinel Radar
P rogramn.

In October 19ý8, after tests demonstrtted that coherency was required for
FOPEN type radars, the choice was made to .witch from a noncoherant to a
coherent radar with balanced processing. Tie first system was abricated
and field tested in February 1969, and six unitý were delivered to Vietnam
in August, 1969 for an operational evaluation. The success of the Vietnam
evaluation clearly demonstrated the necessity for automatic detection for
tactical radar systems. Balarced processina 'as subsequently refined and
applied by LWL to many new r-adar systems inc>,,-dinq:

Original ORCRIST FOPEN Radar
Second Generation M-FOPEN Radars
ANiPPS-I.V Listening Post Surveillance jevice
ADVISOR V Ultrasonic Radar
Line IntrLsion Dete(tor
Swirmmer and Building Surveillance Radar Prototyoes

In addition to the use of siatil processing for automatic detection, LWL's
work with a balanced coherent -adar led to two other new concepts. First.
the very nature of a balanced coherent radar lends itself to ext-actinq
information about the characteristics of a target. As operators became
familiar with the FOPEN radar it became readily possible to distinguish
between tracked and wheeled vehicles, between rotary and fixed wlna aircraft
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and betwen moving person,1il and vehic'es. I1 is now well within the
state-of-th,.-art to equip coming generations of ground surveillance radars
with this target discrimination capability. Second, in response tr. the re-
quirement for azimuth resolution as stjed in the ACTIV evalIation of the
Base Defense Foliage Penetration Radar , a new technique applicable only
to radar with balanced processing was devised. Using a pair of 65 azimuth
beam width antennas witi. coincident antenna patterns, the angle of arrival
of the energy from a target return is measured. The pFase angae is then
detected by the balanced processor and accuracies of plus or minus three
degrees are achieved. This technique could readily be applied to other
ground surveillance radars to provide an acceptable accurate azimuth without
the use of mechanical scanners. To date, the advances in signal processing
demonstrated by LWL's various detection systems are tot being incorporated
into Army radars.

B. Propagation

As part of the development of the family of radars described herein, a signif-
icant amount of electromagnetic data was taken, evaluated and compared with
data available from other sources. This made it possible to develop a

model!4,15 which enables t-he prediction of path losses for most radar fre-
quency choices and foliage combinations, over the frequency range of 100 to
1000 ý1z. Using these results, the frequency choices of 140 MHz and 1200
Miz for the ORCRIST and AN/PPS-14 tactica' radar systems were confirmed and
their design could be optimized. Later, the model was used to develop
maximum detection ranges for Army aircraft flying nap-of-the-earthl (NOE)
using foliage for concealment. A report by the author to De published in
June, 1974 titled: FOLIAGE PENETRATION (FOPEN) Radar Detection of Low
Flying Aircraft, LWL Report No. 74-22 describes this effort in detail.

As a result of the LWL FOPEN Program sufficient data and analysis is avail-
able to enable choiPes of radar parameters (frequency, power, arhtenna size
and height) to be made once the detection range is specified and the amount
of foliage, or buildings existing between the radar and the target defined.
The U.S. Army Intelligence School, representing the user has been made aware
of this modelling capability and how it can be used to specify in requirements
documents realistic detection ranges for ground surveillance radars. The
data with which to continue the dialoque has been transferred to the ECOM,
the designated Parent Agency.

C. The Airborne FOPEN Radar

The program to date as described ir detaii in Section V, has established the
minicomputer as a signal processing device that can perform ill the operations
of the analog form of processing and display them in real time to the opera-
tor. One -odvantage of the computer proce:sinq technique is that this signal
processing characteristics can be changed at will by the operator and thereby
enable him to ask questions about the data (i.e., is it muving faster than
10 mph, etc.) or change the criteria for detection (i.e., rotary vs. fixed-
wing aircraft, personnel vs. vehicles). Another advantage is the ability to
construct a radar with continuous range coverage. This is ecoromically
imprnactical with analog processing since a separate 4qnal processor is re-
quired for each range gate. Additrondily, with a minicomDuter one basic
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processing/display combination can be used for either airborne or ground
based applications for ground surveillarnce, detection of aircraft or artil-
lery, and remote radar sensors.

Flight tests of the airborne FOPEN radar have been completed and are being
published in a contract report titled: "Moving Platform FOPEN Radar (New
Techniques in Airborne FOLIAGE PENETRATION RADAR)," LWL Report No.
CR-07-P-72, July 1974. Sincc ECOM has decided not to pursue this program
and recommended other disposition of the radar and computer system, arrange-
ments have been made to transfer this program intact to the Naval Weapons
Center, China Lake, CA where -t will be pursued for Marine Corps applications.
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APPENDI,, A

VARIETIES OF SIGNAL PROZESSTNG

VARIET!ES OF SIGNAL PROCESSING WHICH CAN BE USED

A. Nonadaptive, Unbalanced Processor

Undeýr conditions in which the clutter situation is not severe, i.e., the tar-
get has a large cross-section or is moving at a hiqh velocity, and the total
clutter cross-section is not very large compared to the target and is, per-
haps, made up of components which do not move in the wind, it is possible to
get along wi-h a relatively simple nonadaptive, unbalanced signal processor.
In this kind of p-ocessor, the data from each resolution cell is filtered
with a fixed cutrff highpass filter which rejects the major portion of the
clutter spectrum., thus bringing the residual clutter lev:?l down to a point
where it is much smaller than the normal target level. This would then be
followed with a detector and post-detection filter (time-on-target integrator)
before applying the output to an alarm circut. Unfortunately, this ,re-
latively simple type of processing will not work well under seiere clutter
conditions (clutter which is driven by high winds and which is made Jp of a
large number of scatterers) particularly when one is interested in detect-
ing low-velocity targets such as a walking mar.. This type of processing
also fails under severe interference conditions, because it is often possible
to get enough interference energy in the doppler frequency band of interest
to cause the alarm to be fired spuriously. It was this type of proces.ing
that was first tried with the breadboard nonconerent VHF radar with poor
results.

B. Adaptive, Unbalanced Filtering

U..der high clutter conditions in which the c:-.er spectrum is variable, it
is possible to help the situation considerably by intrococing an adaptive
filtering in which the cutoff frequency of the nighpass filter is varied by
a feedback system governed by the amount of c.tter energy whi'Th appears at
the output of the filters (this is the principle used in the LWL Automatic

Alarm or AU-1040 processor)'. Tnstead of requ~rinq the permanent -,acrifice
of low-velocity tdrget detection, this type of processor rejects low-velocity
targets only for those portions of time w.here the wind is blowing severely.
As soon as the wind subsides, the cutoff freqL.ncy of the filter will come
down to a lower value, which re-introduces -ii- sensitivity to low velocity
targets. If the parameters of the system are cnosen properly, it is possible
to obtain good detection of targets while r.a>.=aiing a very low false-alarm,
rate. This type of processing will work wel- provided that the basic radar
does not produce a 'arge amount of energy 4n tie doppler passband associated
with the targets of interest either by lir..itir'c, spurious antenna motions
in the wind, amplitude modulation in the transmitter, etc. This processing
also will be subject to false alarming in a high radio ftequency interference
environment; however, it does present the best overall performance that can
be achieved in a non-coherent radar. This alarm was tested with the bread-
board non-coherert ORCRIST radar in Panama ir 1968 with good results except
for false alarms caused by operation of a ror-coherenc system in and around
foliage.



Greater success was achieved with the PPS-4 radar and a program was started
to develop additional units.

C. Nonadaptive, Balanced Processing with Clutter-Residue AGC

The introduction of balanced processing immediately improves the MTI perfor-
mance along the following lines: since the processor now looks at differences
in the energy content of the doppler bands associated with incoming and out-
going targets, the processing is fu-damentally less sensitive to the effects
of interference represented by morL-or-less constant energy which spans both
doppler bands of interest. In addition, amplitude modulation on the trins-
mitter L.' motion of the antenna generally produces a more-or-less symmetrical
spreading of the clutter spectrum; again, a situation which will cause the
system to false alarm. If there is ccrrelation between the energy in the
incoming doppler and outgoing doppler sidebands, which is the sitiation
which exists when the clutter spectrum has been caused by the motion of
foliage in the wind, the balanced processor can produce a degree o MTI per-
formance which is on the order of 20 dB better than the m.aximum that can be
obtained with unbalanced processing. Under extremely higi clutter conditions,
it is possible for even the balanced processor to false alarm. To overcome
this situation, it is necessary that the system recognize an extremely high
clutter condition (which can result from a large volume of clutter blowing
strongly in the wind, or, aiternatively, the gain being set much too high
for the clutter cell in question) and provide a feedback. The feedback sig-
nal can control the gain on the processing channel and prevent this overly-
high clutter level from causing false alarms. ,Urlder very severe and con-
tinuing clutter conditions, the overall reduction in tne processing channel
gain will result in reduced sensitivity to targets of all velocities; however,
if this type of processor is configured properly, the clutter AGC will be
needed only a small part of the time and, hence, the system sensitivity can
be kept to a maximum under most conditions. This processor was incorporated
with the coherent ORCRIST radar and utilized in the Vietnam evaluation models.

D. Adaptive, .alanced Processing

By using adaptive, balanced processing, i.e., processing in which each of
the two quadrature audio input channels contain adaptive filters whose cutoff
frequencies are set by a measure of the clutter residue iii each particular
channel, it is possible to avoid the uniform reduction in system sensitivity
vver ",-he entire doppler band and instead only reduce the sensitivity to tar-
gets going at very low velocities when the wind conditions are severe. The
adaptive, balanced processor should, under all clutter and wind conditions,
produce the highest degree of MTI gain of any type of signal processor which
is available today.

E. Requirements for Time-on-Target Integration

Each of tne processors described above contain oost-detection integration
(time-on-target) filters. These filters serve three important functions:

1) Provide a non-coherent integration of the number of pulses con-
tained within a time equal to the time-on-target, thereby raising the system
sensitivity.
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2) Provide protection for the threshold circuitry against transient
signals which might normilly alarm the system. (These transient signals
arise from such things ab a single, strong gust of wind, interference from
commur-ications equipment by virtue of a transmitter being keyed on or a
carrier" drifting throu-th the doppler passband.)

3) Red,)ce the fluctuation level of the residue in much the same way as
the filter reduces the flurtuation level )f the noise (i.e., tVe post-detection
filter treats the clutter residue much the same as noise, and allows a lower
threshold than might be acceptable without the filter.)
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APPENDIX B

BALANCED PROC.ESSING: A DESCRIPTION

Coherent Radars and Balanced Processing

The advantages of a coherent system are that its target doppler output is
uncontaminated by the clutter spectrum, that directional information contain-
ed in the doppler shift is easy to implement, that lower transmitted power
is required to achieve adequate target-to-noise ratio, and that lower re-
ceiver gain is required to drive the detectors.

The FOPEN balanced (quadrature channel) doppler signal processor provides a
higher degree of subclutter visibility (SCV), particularly when operating
against low velocity targets, than is possible to obtain utilizing an un-
balanced adaptive (single channel) doppler processor. Since detection is
based upon energy differerces between two RF sidebands that are only a few
Hz apart, the processor provides high rejection against effects of accidental
(from communications equipment) or purposeful jammring.

The specific processor that is utilized is the Aerospace Research Inc.,
Model B-1140. As shown in tha block diagram in Figure B-l, this processor
accepts two inputs, which are sample/hold quadrature video, and prcv-des
as outputs an indication of when a target is detected and what is its sense
(incoming, outgoing). The processor subjects the input signal plus clutter
to the following operations before announcing a detection:

a) Filtering of the "man velocity" doppler band.

b) Separation of incoming from outaoing targets.

c) Separation of sl waly wlkina, rapidly walking or -unning targets.

d) Balancing of incoming versus outgoing targets.

e) Matching to each expected Time-on-Target using post-detection
filtering.

f) Application of the residue of this process to a bidirectional
threshold.

The following vector relationshins illustrate this process:

When the ORCRIST Radar (or a similar radar with Ouadrature Detection) is
viewing a moving target, the processor is fed two audio dopplPr signals
which have one of the phase relationships shown as follows:

- Z 2 N.

Incoming Target Outqoing Target
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APPENDIX C

SIGNAL PROCESSING: DETERMINING CRITERIA FOR COMPARISON

As work continued to improve balanced signal processors in parallel with the
Vietnam Evaluation, it was obvious that a basis of comparison would have to
be established. At this time it was fashionable to ask "what's your SCV?
(subclutter visibility)" which was, of course, impossible to arnwer without
certain additional information about the target and radar in question. The

following criteria were developed in discussions with Aaron Galvin.1

Balanced .ir-al Processor Performance Comparison Tests

l1 Mir~imum quadrature innut siqnal for alarm (with no cluttcr).

a) For a given number of doppler cycles,

b) At all doppler frequencies of interest.

2) Maxipnum Quadrature input signal which will still cause alarm.

a) For a given number of doppler cycles,

b) For all doppler frequencies of interest.

3) Maximum inband input double sideband signal whicn will not cause
alarm.

4) Maximum out-of-band low frequency signal which will not cause
significant required increase in minimum signal to alarm.

5) Signal-to-clutter outout/signal-to-clutter input ratio as a f,.rction

of signal doppler and clutter characteristic freauen'y.

6) increase in minimum signal to alirm with soecific inband double
sideband levels.

7) Maximum peak to peak input (for very low freauencies) reiati~e to
minimum alarm input signal.

8) Rate of recovery from saturatior such as may be caused by operator
range change.

To test these ;riterin specific measurements of perf,,m-n,'nce criteria ar,
provided in Table C-l using the equipment setup of F7.,iure C-l.
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APPENDIX D

REVIEW OF STUDIES ON WAVE PROPAGATION THROUGH VEGETATION

When utilizing radio waves to detect objec:s embedded in a forest environment,
the vegetation medium produces propagation losses which may be so large that
radio waves cannot effectively penetrate foliage if the electric path through
vegetation is very long. Fortunately, nowever, the diffraction properties
of waves permit them to establish a path of propagation such that the wave
travels mostly in the lossless air region outside the forest and only a small
distance is left to be traversed through lossy foliage. These specific dif-
frac.tion properties have been investigated mostly in the context of long-
range communication within forests and jungles rather than for short-range
foliage penetration. To put the aspects of radio-wave propagation into
proper perspective, we shall therefore briefly review these propagation
studies.

The adverse effects of a rouah terrain on the propagation of electromagnetic
waves have been recognized already in the early stases of broadcasting and
communication by means of radio waves However, because the utilization of
these waves had been at first restrictel mostly to frequenzies in the I_. F,
M. F. and lower H. F. ranges, these effects were not ve;'Y significant. Con-
sequently, propagation predictions could be made by adding terrain correction
factors to a smoothly curved earth model. In those cases, the presence of
trees or other dense veoetation was not considered to be very important in
comparison with the presence of hills, mountains, rivers or other large
geographical features. As thp frequency of operation for short-range communica-
tion systems was raised to the V.H.F. range and higher, the effect of vegeta-
tion became increasingly more apparent and workers in the field became aware
that a forest environment could no lonaer be accounted for by means of
simple correction factors.

It is, therefore, not surprising that the first systematic efforts for study-
"ing the effects of wooded areas were initiated durina World War II. It 4as
then that requirements for short-ranae cormiunication at freouencies in the
HF spectrum and above becare very important. At tnat time, a sma i-scale
investigation at V.H.F. was carried out by t.nc R.C.A. Corporation while
large-scale investigations were performed by Australian workers L in the
jungles of New Guinea and, seoarately, by U.S. workers 3 ,4 in the jungles
and rain forests of New Guinea and Panama. These efforts were carried out
at various frecuencies in the ranqe of 2-100 MHz , with transmitter powers
not exceeding a few watts and covering distances of not more than a few miles.
Because of these restrictions, as well as because of the unsophisticated
state of propagation theory at that time, it was concluded that a forest
environment behaves as a lossy medium so that a wave traveling through this
medium would suffer an exponential attenuation in the form exp (- ,d),
where d is -measured along the trajectory of- the wave that links the re-
ceiving and transmitting antennas. Based on these conclusions, Herbstreit

and Crichlow4 recommendea that the sky wave be utilized in preference to
either the ground wave or a line-of-siqht wave, if both receiver and
transmitter are in the forest. The justification for this choice was that
the sky wave would cross over only a smell portion of the veqetation layer



(essentially, for the sky wave: d = 2h, where h is the average tree
height) where-s both the ground or the line-of-sight wave would traverse a
much longer distance through vegetation (essentially, for these waves:
d = p, where P is the distance between the receiving and transmitting
antennas).

The exponentially decaying-wave approach, together with its implied prefererce
for a sky wave propagation mechanism, have persisted until about 1964, at
which time ARPA initiated a program (SEACORE) consisting of a major system-
atic investigation of radio-wave propagation through forest environments.
In the intervening time, experimental studies had been concerned mostly wit:h
televisito reception 5 -8 or with the utilization of communication equipment 9 ' 13

whereas long-range theoretical considerations invariably assumed a propaga-

tion mechanism involving only the exponentially decaying wave. 0 1 2

A considerable portion of the SEACORE effort was devoted to propagation
me asurements carried out in Thailand jungles by the Jansky and Bailey Engineer-
ing Department of Atlantic Research L,-poration, Alexandria, Virginia, over
the entire frequency range of 100 KHz to lO GHz ; their short-range
measurements confirmed from the start many of the previously observed
phenomena. 14 Thus, larger radio losses were experienced in vegetation than
over bare ground, and horizontal polarization showed smaller losses thin
vertical polarization for the anterna heights that were used. Also, the
SEACORE measurements verified that an antenna-height gain occurs, in that
rad4o losses decrease if either of the two antennas is raised. However,
over iongtr rangeis, these measurements showed some new and very interesting
features that had not been obseved by the investigations in the past, all
of which had been restricted to much shorter ranges. In particular, it was

found1415 that the field strengt h is proportional to -2, where o is the
distanice between the transmitting 3nd receiving antennas; furthermore, the
vegetationi accounted for a loss that seemed to be independent of P, if ý was
wore than a few wavelengths long.

Preliminary attempts were made to explain the above field-strength behavior
with the distance D. Thus, several models for irregular terrains were

adapted to a forest environment by Jansky and Bailey workers but these
models required the specification of empirical parameters that have little
physical justification. By taking a better physical approach, Burrows 16

argued that the a-2 dependence of the field strength ai d the presence of an
antenna height gain are accounted tzýr by the ground-lobinq effect; however,
his model ignored the presence uf vegetation and he had to introduce an
empiric constant vegetation factor to account for the vegetation losses that
are independent of p.

Tne investigations tha. have ultimately yielded a satisfactory model for
estimating radio losses in forests were all based on a confiouration that
was first suggested by Pounds and Lagrone. 17 These investigators proposed
to describe a wooded terrain in terms of a poorly conductinu slab character-
ized by a homogeneous complex permittivity (representirg the forest layer),
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which is placed on a hiqhly conductinq substrate krepresenting the ground).
For frequencies in the HF range, an additional ionospheric layer could be
introduced, as shown in Fiy. D-l In that form, the forest propagatiofn problem
appears as a particular case of the class of problems ½volvina layered

media. already considered in text books.18'19 In fact, Sections 27 and 28

in Brekhovskikh's book 1  consider the specific oeneral case of a slab bounded
by two different media and the Dertinent waves that are important in that
case are discussed therein.

The specific case of a lossy (vegetation) s-ab has been examined by Tamir

and Felsen20 who noted that the principal propagation mechanism is due to
diffraction and is characterized by a l~tera] wave, which propagates,by
skimming alotig the (tree-top) slab bor.ndary and leaking(continuously) energy
back into the interior of the (forest) layer. The path of such a wave is
shown by the broken line TABR in Figure D-2.Because it travels mostly in
the lossiess (air) region, this lateral wave does not incur the large expo-
nential decay that is characteristic of a wave pro essinq throuqh the
lossy (forest) medium. However, Tamir and Felsen ' did not relate their
work to a forest environment and the initial specific work on forest

slabs 2 1 - 2 2 did not take cognizance of lateral waves. It is, nevertheless,
interesting to note that quite a few workers in the past had Coserved that
the field seemed to arrive at the receiving antenna by dif-raction from

somewhere along the tree-tops. Thus, Trevor noticed that "transmission
of... signal... can be interpreted as showin. reflection... from a level
considerably above ground o." rear the top of the veoetation". Similarly,

Head 6 asserted that "The s~qal in the presence of-woods near the receiving
antenna appears to be prrnsipdlly that diffracted over the trees...".

The identification of a lateral wave in a forest layer was first .eported

by Sachs and Wyatt23 and `-achs24 who gave a Drelirinary interoretcation of
Jansky and Bailey's mreasurements. Their work ,,as followed by a detailed
study into t"-e s 4i-;ficance cf the lateral wave by Tamir25,26 whe shod

that this wave explains clearly the antenna-heiiht gain and y.elds the correct
variation of both the field strenath and the vegetation factor .tn y.e

distance -. 7n addition, Tair25,26 also considered an io;nospher,:. layer to
account for the sky wave shown in Figure 2, and he evalt-ated that this sky
wave may be dominant only in certain restricted caes. While acknowledging

the lateral-wave character of the field in forests, A.iit 2 7 conside,'ed a more
sophistir'ated slab whose complex :Dermittivity was different alor, the
horizontal and vertical direct:.ns, thus accouritinn f-r anisotrotic effects.
However, no data on vegetation anisetrooy is avaiia&l½ and therefore, 4ait's
model has not ;.t beef videly used.

To proDer'y utilize the slab model, it is necessary-' to know the complex
cdielect," c constant that describes the vegetation layer. Its determrnation
was un'vertaken by Stanford Pesearch Tnstitute, Men!- Park. C3lifornia, whose

P8investigators have measured veaetation parar'eters •.n ':.S. forests• and
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performed mea_•irernents of vegetation and ground constants in several sites

in Thailand jungles.29,30 The fields scattered by isolhted trees were also

- mined 3 1,32 and it was found that Fcatterinq is cOnsiderably stronger for
vcrtical polarization than for the horizontal one. This effect is due
to the presence of the vertical tree trunks, which form a substantial portion
of the vegetation. Hence, the equivalent complex permittivity of the forest
layer must actually be anisotropic, with the vertical direction possessing
larger conductivity than the hori7ontal one. However, the degree of anisotropy
could not be ascertained and no further work was reported on this point.

Using some of the Stanford vegetation data as guidelines, Hicks et al 15 have
util'zed a computer program to calculate radio losses in a forest--sab model
and they have shown that the Jansky and Bailey propagation measirements were
in very good agreement with theory. All of their calculations, however, were
restricted to antennas that were sufficiently high so that the effect of
ground proximity on the antenna input impedance was negligible. This restric-

tion was removed in a study by Dence and Tamir33'34 who showed that, if one
c.)- both antennas are very close to the ground, vertical polarization may be
preferable to horizontal polarization at the lower frequencies. The lateral-
wave propagation mechanism itself was verifieJ experimentally under labora-

tory conditions by Tamir 3 5 ' 3 6 who used a microwave set-up to simulate a lossy
environment by means of an absorbirg medium having a complex dielectric
constant which was similar to the one measured by Parker and Hagn. 8

Most of the above work has dealt with situations where both the observation
point and the transmitting antenna were inside the veQetation or close to
the tree tops. The derivation of electromagnetic fields at arbitrary heights

37
above the forest slabs has been carried out by Tamir, who showed that the

lateral-wave regime extends only up to a small heint H above the tree tops;c
at heiqhts H " Hc, the fields are given by a refracted line-of-sight wave,

which travels along a path as indicated oy the trajectory TAR in Figure D-3.

Similar results were also obtained by Rosenbaum and Bowles 3 8 who examined
these features in the context of radar scattering in the presence of forests.

15
A different situation ias considered by Hicks et al who examined the case
where one antenna was inside a forest whereas the other one was located
outside the wooded area, i.e., either in a large clearing or outside the
region enclosing the forest. All of tnese situations involve Dropagation
along mixed paths, in which case the straiaht line linkina the transmitting
and receiving antennas Hles partly in veqeLaticn and partly in free space

(air). Measurements along such oaths were reported by hicks et al for

the 25-400 MHz range and by Barsis 3 9 at 410 and 4595 MHz ; in addition,
extensive measurements of radiation patterns were carried out by the Stanford

40
Research Institute within the 3-1000 ,Nz ranae.

Until about 1969, most of the work involving a slab model of forest environ-
men*•s had assumed that this model is valid only for frequencies below 200 MHz;

:! D-C
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this upper-frequency restriction has been discussed in detail by Tamir. 6

However, radar scattering work carried out at Lincoln Laboratories, Lexingtbn,
A '

Massachusetts, has shown 71 that. a forest slab may serve as a good model, at
least as a b'ackgeound confiuration, for frequercies as hiqh as the L-band
mlcr.wave ranQe. ThIese conclusions, based on extensive measurements carried
out at 435 and 1300 Wz in Florida and Massachusetts wooded areas, have in-
dicated that the forest slab model and the accompanying lateral-wave
mechanism may have a range of application that is considerably wider than
anti ci pated.

It was at chis stage that the results of radio-wave propaqation in forests
were applied to the problem of foliage penetration by means of a radar system.

Rased on the M.I.T. results4, Tamir assumed that the slah model may serve up

to frequenc~es as high as 1000 MHz. He then examined 4 2 the path losses that
are produced _y the presence of vegetation for a Doppler-radar system at
140 MHz. In particular, he calculated the additional losses produced by
vegetation as compared to the losses in free space or over bare ground.
His results show that these losses increase stronqly with the average tree
height, but they decrease rapidly if the height of either the antenna or
the target is increased, In Dractice, he found that the vegetation losses
are not prohibitive if the antenna is at treetop level or above, and if the
range to be covered is of the order of one kilometer or less; however, un-
usually thick vegetation may substantially alter this estimate.

To obtain a comparative picture over a wider frequency range, Tamir43 also
examined the effect of operating frequency on the performance of doppler-
radar systems. For this purpose, he compared two systems that operate at
different frequencies in the range 100 to 1000 MHz by assuming that the two
systems are similar and differ only in operating freqjency; to take ad-
vantage of the larger antenna gain available at higher frequencies, he also
assumed that the antenna apertures were the same at all frequencies. The

results of this investigation show43 that total radio losses generally in-
crease if the frequency is raised- exceptions may arise if the antenna is
well above the treetops and if the target is not too small. Figures D-4,D-5
& D-6 show relative losses experienced when the frequency is changed over
the reference frequency of 100 MHz. However, Tamir pointed out (in
Appendix A of reference 43) that his results are based on an empiric formula
for the complex permittivity of vegetation. This formula was necessary

because the available data29,30 on permittivity is restricted to frequencies
of 100 MHz and lower. Fully reliable results on the question of an optimum
operating frequency are therefore dependent on meesuring the permittivity
of vegetation at frequencies above 100 MHz. This is, therefore, & measure-
ment that should be undertaken in the near future. Otherwise, the slab
model cannot be sufficiently reliable for frequencies above 100 MHz.
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APPENDIX E

RADAR DETECTION OF HELICOPTERS IN NAP-OF-THE-EARTH FLIGHT

To assess the range of detection for helicopters flyinq nap-of-the-earth,
we can use the radar equation in the form:

S P G2 Gx 12.6 x 1l 16

R4 B Nf L

where:

S/N = signal-to-noise ratio of receiver

Pt = transmitter power (in watts)

G = antenna gain

X = wavelength (in meters)

o = antenna cross-section (in sq. meters)

R = range (in .eters)

B = receiver bandwidth (in c.p.s.)
N = noise figure of receiver
f

L = loss factor due to environment

As given, Eq. (1) is exactlyEq. (4.22) on pg. 116 of "Radar System Analysis",
by D. K. Barton (Prentice-Hall, 1965), except that now all lenoths are given
in meters (rather than miles, etc.) and the factor 12.6 x 1016"is, therefore,
different from that given in the book.

For low flying helicopters, the factor L will be rather important because
the terrain introduces considerable losses so that free-space propagation
conditions do not hold. We shall, therefore, examine two separate situations,
(1) bare-ground conditions and (2) a veqetation (forest) layer covering the
ground. For reasons that will be clarified later, we shall consider the
latter terrain first.

1) Forest-Covered Ground - In this case, the transmitting antenna is
at a height (40-60 ft) that is usually at about the same height as the
average trees. The helicopter is close to or above the tree height. We
ma) therefore use formula (36) on pg. 18 of "Effect of a Forest Environment
on the Performance of Doppler Radar Systems", by T.. Tamir (Interim Report
issued by U. S. Army Land Warfare Laboratory, on December, 1971, hereinafter
referre4' to as IR). Formula (36) is correct for the antenna height z and
the helicopter height z being in the neighborhood of the tree height 9, which
is the case for maximum vegetation losses in the present case., If the
helicopter rise, well above the tree height h, the losses will be balanced,
i.e., L in Eq. (1) will be smaller, so that the available range R will in-
crease. Thus formula (36) will establish a lowest value for R under the
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worst loss conditions.

As discussed above, R is found by takirg z zo = h in formula (36) of IR,
which yields

I if( l D R (2

Lt = 20 log (2)-'

where E is the ccmplex permittivity of vegetation. Recalling that Lt is the

one-way Icss in decibels, we get

L ( , -11-)R 4(3)

so that Eq. (1) yields

S P, G2 x6 a
"= f1 l R x 01.13 x 1016 (4)
N B N fj1c -11 R

For a signal/noise ratio of unity, the detectable range R under fully

vegetated conditions is therefore:

(013x 10 P G 4 (5)
k B NfJEl-I11

The last result is easily evaluated for any given system. The vegetation
factor El may be taken as

(soarse) (dense)
0.01 -• iEl-li 0.1 (6)

As an example, consider:
3 4 2

Pt = 1 KW = l0 W a = 5 x 10 sq. ft. = 4,500 m2t 7

G = 7.5 dB = 5.6 B 10 MHz 10 c.p.s.

S= 2.14 meters Nf 10 dB. '10

Hence

1 116x______03x, ______ 13

RVfl /2 (C.13xol 7 fx3.Ax9.8x4.5xl03) 1/2i-II/2 107 x -l
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and, by introducing the values of Eq. (6), we get:.

420 < R - 1,340 meters

For temperate climates (U.S. and European), the vegetation is not so dense
so that the higher value of R = 1340 m is probably more accurate. For

dense jungls, the lower value of R 420 is more likely to be correct.

Of ccjrse, for any other systems, Eq. (5) can be used to find the pertinent
values of R. It is interesting to note, however, that for fixed areas,

226
both a and G are inversely proportional to Hence, the factor G X a is
independent of ). (or frequency) if the antenna and taraet cross-sections
are kept fixed. However, as c1E-l increases with frequency, Eq. (5)

indicates that the lowest practical frequency should be used for radar
syste",s under the present (vegetation) conditions. it is also interesting
to observe that, as long as z =zo= h, the result for R is independentof

the three (antenna, helicopter and tree) heinhts. Hence, R can be regarded

as a characteristic (maximum) range length for any particular radar system
required to detect low-flying helicopters.

2) Bare Ground - In th;s case, the pertinent terrain loss is due to
the ground lobing effect on the antenna. By using Eq. (47) of IR, vie find
that the one-way loss in decibels due to this effect is

L 20loa (7)
gr -- 4zz

Where the practical assumption was made that R is much larger than either
z or z* Again using the fact that , is in dB for one way, the two-way

.os_ L in Zq. (1) is now given by

L = ý ( z )4 (8)

Introducing this into Eq., (1), we get:

"-B - i tG/ :3;.4 x 1n20

Again, taking S/N=l and defining a geometrical fiaure of merit by

R b2

F q , (!o)1
z z00
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Where Rb is the maximum raige detectable, we find
g

2 P t GI /4
1.4 x 10O t G2 01

B N f A2(l

This, for the example discussed on p. E-2 , we find

F = (31.4xl 020 103x31l.4x4.5x03 1/4F " l4lZ = 1.77xi05  (12)

17 x lO x 4.6

In practice., z0  is fixed, so that we may write

Rb = Fzo, (13)

so that, for z° = 50 ft. = 15 m., we get

R b '77xOx15 47 16 l3( 0T r (.14)
9

where we rec.ll that z is the height of the helicopter above ground (in
meters).

Equation (13) and (14) permit a simple graphic presentation of Rb ver;us z
9

and z for any given system, which-is itself given by the figure of Merit F.
Thus, in Figure E-1,for F = `.77xI0? of the above example, Rb is shown as

9
a function of z, for true values of the antenna height zo. A diffe'rent

graph wiould be needed for other" values of F, i.e., for different system
characteri stics.

To continue the exaM.1e, let us assume that z = z. 50 feet = 15 m. We

then find that Rb - 6.3 km. This is larger than R = 1.34 km for a forestedgJ

region. For a terrai:, that is only partially covered by forests, we therefore
expect that the maximum range would lie between these two limits, i.e.,
1.34 < Rmax < 6.3 km. In this manner, suitaole ectimates may be obtained

for any system and terrair, conditions. The only restriction emDloyed here
is that the terrain must be *easonably flat so that the equations, which
are accurate for flat ground , may be assumed to be sufficienty accurate.

The foregoing considerations for bare-C-round cc,•ditions also hold for ranges
that cress the sea. In the present context, we recall that G and o are
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inversely proportiondl to X,2 ;o that the factor G2o!A2 in Eq. (11) is

proportional to X-8, i.e., F is proportional to f2 . where f denotes frequency.
Hence, Rb in Eq. (13) is proportional to frequency, unlike RV which was

independent of frequency for constant antenna and target cross-sections.
However, as R is the limiting range in the case of foliaqe, this factorIVmay be more restrictive in design considerations.
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PPPE!ThDI X r

!.[SCr,.IPTI0)JI OF 'I-FOPEt

General

The :1-FOP['I is a low frequer.,, 143 !111z (V1IF) ground-to-cround radar designed
to provide the user a foliaje independent, all-weather battlefield surveil-
lance capability. It is a coherent, pulse doppler, moving target indicator
(MTTI) radar, which processes doppler returns with or without fixed returns
as a reference. The set incorporates a 600 electronic scan that can be
rotated 360e manually or remotely, and a multiple target detection capability.
Two operators are required for the man-portable system ("IPR), and base
station (BSR) configuration. Six personnel are required to assemble and
erect the BSR telescoping antenna tower. Major components of the two radar
configurations are as followis:

(1) IVan-portable Radar:

(a) Display Box (Operator cnntrols, azimuth readout, et:) 16 lhs

(b) Transmitter/Receiver Box (Contains all PF circuitry) 16 lbs

(c) Anterna (Two required fir izimuth reado:ut) 20 lbs

(d) Fiberglass Antenni [;ast, 30 Feet, w/Hard0are 60 lbs

(e) Control Cable (provides for operation up to 75'

from antenna base), Antenna cables and batterie5 30 lbs

(2) Base Station Radar: The electronics portion of the radar is in-
corporated into a display console, and a 20-kw power arplifier is used with
the transmitter. The electronics portion is identical to the man-portable
and intermediate range configurations.

(a) Display Console (Control box, A-scope display, power
amplifier controls, antenna rotator, speaker, power
supplies and cahle connections) 100 lbs

(b) Power Amplifier (Connected to the ou-tput of the
trinsnitter/receiver unit) 100 lbs

(c) l%1-foot Cable (Remotes display console froi

po-'er amplifier)

(N) 2 Antennas and 50-foot Tower 400 lbs

(e) (enprator, 2-1/2 kw, •0-cycle, 110 VV,, 1 phase

F-l



Technical Characteristics:

(1) Operating Frequency 140 MHz

(2) Pulse Width (meters) 20

(3) Peak Output Power

(a) Man-Portable Padar 1 kw

(b) Base Station Radar 5.0
kw

(4) Average Power Output

(a) Man-Portable Radar 8 W

(b) Base Station Radar 40 W

(5) Target Velocity Limits - 0.7 to 25 mph (40 mph with reduced
sensitivity)

(6) 1laximum Range - 200 to 1500 meters, depending on
geometry, foliage, -ind wind conditions.

(7) Mininum Range 75 meters

(8) Antenna

(a) !Han-Portable Radar - Irray of twe log periodic antennas,
horizontally polarized

(b) Base Station Ridar - Arra- of tuo log periodic antennas,
horizontally nnlrirized

(9) .ast Height

(a) Pan-Po~tab, ,adar - 30-75 4eet depending on type of mast

(b) Rase Station Padar - 50 feet

(10) Rar-ge Gates - T-c,, independently selectable,
20 meters ;ide

(11) Azimuth Covnrage - 600 for bothi inner and outer fates;
4-?O 3vailable for outer riatr only

(11) Target Angle Pziruth - Angle "Pter <,eaOi,,* on innpr nate

Peadout n nI v

(13) Azimuth Readout Ahc'iracy - Bo~ter t' + 5

F-2



14) Supply Power

a) Man-Portable Radar - 22 to 30 V unreculated dc, 36 watts

b) Base Station Radar - 120 V, 60 Hz, ac power, 1.5 kw

Control/Display Console

The display box of the man-portable radar contains ill operator controls,
azimuth readout, target detection alarms, and headset capability. The
operator sets each of two range gates, individually 3djustable at ranges from
75 meters (150 meters for Base Station) to the maximuTn range of the radar for
that location, typically 300 to 1500 meters dependinq on the antenna con-
figuration, and environment. The range gates are 20 meters deep in a fixed
600 horizontal azimuth beam width which can be rotated 3600 manually or
remotely (for the BSR). The inner gate is equipped with an azimuth angle
computer which provides the operator with the angle in mils left or right of
the antenna direction to the target. The automatic visual and audio alarms
are supplemented by the operator's headset which can monitor either or both
range gates. Moving targets are presented by their characteristic doppler
sounds in the headphones corresponding to the number, size ana relative
radial velocity of the target. The disp'ay box is incorporated into the
display console of the base station system which also contains the "A" scope
display, power amplifier controls, antenna rotator, speaker, power supplies
and cable connections. The "A" scope can be used for range gate positioning,
target identification, determining additional information on target motion,
RFI jamming analysis, and trouble-shooting the radar.

Powe., Suroly

:he mar-portable system requires an external power source Providing 22-30
VDC (24 volt vehicle battery recommended for 24 hours continuous operation).
The base station system requires 110-120 VAC, 60 cycle, 1 phase (1.5 kw re-
quired) which is supplied by the 2.5 kw generator accompanying this system.
The power amplifier (20 kw pulse) of the base station system is connected
to the output of the multipurpose radar transmitter/receiver unit, mounted
at the base of the 50-foot tower providinq the voltages necessary to operate
the electronic and electrical/mechanical elements of the set.

Transport/Antenna Tower Assembly

Transport of the man-portable system and assembly of the system including the
30-foot tower can be accomplished by two men. The base station system re-
quires transportation by 2-1/2 ton truck and five personnel for setting up
the system. The telescoping tower is erected manually and incorporates the
two antennas from the other systems. The power amplifier and transmitter/
receiver unit are mounted near the base of the 50-foot tower. An AB-577
antenna mast used with the CORPS level TRC-110 radio eauipment may be used
instead of the ý0-foot tower for a base station or fixed installation.
This mast can be erected up to 75 feet and extend the range of either the
man-portable or base station systems.
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APPENDIX G

AIRBORNE FOPEN RADAP THEORY

A demonstration of the feasibility of a processinr techninue based on digital
spectral analysis to detect man-made tarnets in foliated areas from a mov-

ing platform has been completed. Using the Fast Fourier Transform as a basic
proces.ing tool, a technique has been developed that will cancel the majority
of the ,"lutter spread caused by the motion of a radar, allowing the detec-
tion of targets normally hidden by the clutter. These techniques can casily
be implemented in a portable radar system containina a basic foliage
penetraLion radar (illustrated in Fig. G-1) and a minicomputer (Fig. G-2).

The fundamental process used in analyzing doppler data involves a transfo-ma-
tion of the sampled time siqrnai to the frequency domain. For a given seiment
of the data the output from a spectrum analysis alqorithm is similar to wz:t
would be obtained if the signal were processed throuqh a hank of narrow-band
filters. This estimate, using only one data set, is referred to as the
power spectrum. It is simply the Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation
function. The croýýs spectrum is also a power spectrum, but involves two
separate data sets. It is the Fourier Transform of the cross correlation
function, and measures the degree of linear correlation between the two
signals as a function of frequency.

Both the power spectrum and the cross spectrum, as applied to real data,
are estimates of theoretical quantities, In both estimates there is a cer-
tain amount of freedom in choosino certain Darameters so that the estimate
is not only a close approximation in a mean value to the theoretical values,
but also a stable quantity in the sense of statistical variation. Statis-
tical stalility requires that the variance of the estimate be relatively
small so that spurious frequency peaks are not likely to be confused with
targets.

The coherency of the radar signal is useful nut not es:ential to the success
of this processing technique. All returns, taroets and clutter alike, are
shifted by the relative doppler velocity of the movinn platforr.. As lona
as the platform is movina faster than the desired moving targets, all
doppler returns due to the moving targets will be oreater than the trans-
mitted frequency, and they will not be folded over due to the homodyne
operation in the radar receiver. Furthermore, siqnificant fixed targets
located at an off-boresight angle can be detected due to tne platform's
own doppler return. The doppler spread, due to platform motion, is one-half
what it would be in the noncoherent case, improvinq the velocity resolution
capability in the main-lobe clutter region. Finally, the use of a coherent
signal provides in-phase and quadrature-phase component- which can be used
as the input to a cross spectrum algorithm. The main effect of usina this
technique is a siqnificant reduction in noise ove; the ordinary Dower
spectrum calculation.

The use of spectral analysis techniques really involves an estimation of the
power or cross power spectrum, Several parameters have to be chosen in the
softw3re program, which averanes a series of short-term spectrum,, to form
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a stable estimate of the desired spectrum. Each component of that average
should involve an interval of data approximately equal to the time on-target,
and this, in turn, determines the basic processing resolution. High
velocity platforms, such as an aircraft, collect fewer data points than the
slower moving platforms. On the other hand, the averaging effect is likely
to reduce the target-to-clutter ratio in this case. A truck-mounted radar
requires more points in each component so that the higher resolution ob-
tained will aid in separating the relatively close doppler frequencies. In
this case, the increased time-on-target should improve the target-to-clutter
ratio, and will tend to increase the detection probability.

The basis C the processir .: .... ,ue developed is the Fast Fourier Transform
algorithm which is used to fcz; a suitably smoothed power spectrum estimate.
With only minor additional =.cz.•;exity, a cross-Dower specrum analysis can
be employed resulting In ncis- =" A charaCt'eristic of,
the signal processing scheme, -ig. G-2, is ti.at the z't:-er filter uses an
actual clutter sairprthan an assumed matnema"cal clutter model.
The appropriate ct -.. ;-,' sZa-; 's sZ-tract-ec from a suspected target-plus-
chitter si tuati C_,, a w.;i.n can be threshold-detected for the
presence of target dopp~er " o -,.at6-4on . A furthe.- important realization
is that doppler information is derived from fixed targets, as well as moving
targets, and this return can be utilized to detect these tar(jets under cer-
tain conditions.

Spectral analysis performed cn tthe time sequence of doppler (lata has the
effect of transforming that data to the frequency domain where doppler re-turns are easily identifiefd. The partic'2ar agorithms used were predicted
on two fundamental assumptioons: The first is that a time series analysis
of the data is equivalent to -, avBrage ovet zay realizations of the funda-
mental random processes. This is known a: tE- ergodic property, and is
required so that one experiment under a given set of conditions is sufficient
to characterize the statistical quantities to be estimated. Just as im-
portant is the condition that the estimates be independent of the time
reference. This is the stationarity condition which is never realized ideal-
ly in practice but is often fundamental to the signal processing tVlat the
stationarity condition hold over a reasonabe time period covering the dura-
tion of an experiment. Hence the namezshort-terrm stationi.'ity.

The requirement for short-term stationarity is that the po4er spectrum
estimates of sequential data senmen-s over a period of ahoit five seconds re-
mair substantially the same.

Gene,,ally, the signal processing in an MTI radar is done either at IF
frequencies or by using video information directly. No matter what parTtic-
ular scheme is used, it can be interpretedL as a filter i4- the frequency
domain whose function is to suppress tie expected clutter return. An at-
tempt to implement this filter digitally imposes severe requirements on the
processing system since high data rates will result due to the large band-
widths involved. Hence, the sampling hardwa•-e will be complicated and
expensive, and will require sufficiently fast data storage hardware to r~cord
the data. The job of processing that data using a general purpose digit 1
computer would be immense due to the large amourt of data involved. No
semblance of real-time operation could be exoected. Thus, special purpos,
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digital hardware would be reqjired, and the resultinq system would b- both
cumbersome and expensive.

The hardware and software restrictions discussed above can be siqnificantly
lessened if the information data rate is lowered. "t frequencies in the
audio and suo.-audio range, the hardware requirements can be handled by
off-the-shelf components ard systems, and the software problem is easily
handled by a general ourpose computer or minicomputer. This condition is
met if the low frequency doppler information is processed directly, after
having been demodulated by analog circuits in the radar. The audio and
sub-audio doppler frequencies lend themselves nicely to digital processing
due t, the low information rate ana the narrow bandwidths involved.

The doppler data derived from the radar return sianal can be considered to
be a mixture of deterministic and random processes. The conditions cf
eroodicity and short-term stdtionarity discussed previously ensure that
certain mathematical operations on the data will be descriptive of the under-
lying processes involved. It should be realized, however, that a fixed
computational alcorithm applied to random data will result in an output
that must also be considered in the sense of a statistical average. Yet,
it is the discrimination between the primarily random returns from the
clutter and the partially deterministic returns from targets that form the
basis of the processina.

The average frequency spectrum derived from clutter alone will not change
much unless a physical clutter boundary is traversed by the range gate.
However, the time-on-target for a particular target of interest is likely
to be on the order of one-half second. The clutter adaptation filter
utilizes this principle in attempting to find the target detection character-
istics, in particular, a set of data is bracketed as containing clutter in-
formation only, and an estimate of the power spectrum is calculated and
stored for later use. For a different data set, displaced in time frown the
clutter set, in which a target return is suspected to exist, the spectrum is
estimated, and the clutter soectrur subtracted. This- process is illustrate
in Fig. G-3. The objective is to cancel the clutter returns leaving a
residual noise component and a peak ccr-espondirn to the target return.,
The most pronounced e""ect is the elimination of the mainlobe clutter due
to the platform motion itself.

This technique is labelled "store and cancel". Sample results of this
technique appear in Fig. G-4. The success of filterino out the clutter
spectrum components caused by the platform mnotion is the smcnificant result
of this processino techninue.

The tech:nique is similar, in principle, to the delay line canccler found in
conventional MTI radars. However, since the processing is done on the basis
of a statisticai average, the software requirements are not nearly as
stringent as the hardware requiremeints in the delay line canceler. For
example, the PRF stability is not a sifnigicant factor in the stere and
cancel technique, but is crucial to a successful delay ilne canceler.

As impler"2nted in the software, the store and cance' techrilue forms the bas-

is of thE signal processina scheme. Because the clutter sample is al3ys
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from the sa,,e data run as the target sample, it is adaptive in the sense
that no preconceived clutter model is needed.

This processing can also be considered as a frequency filter. Subtraction
of the logarithmic power spectrum is equivalent to division in the linear
domain. Treating the clutter estimate as an inverse filter, we have multi-
plication in the frequency domain which corresponds to linearly filtering
the input data through the inverse clutter filter. Given the discrete nature
of the spectral estimates, we can look at this as the equivalent of a finite
bank of narrow band filters, each of whose gain is adjusted accord.nn to the
past history of the clutter data. Processing of the airborne data has in-
dicated that static target detection is possible under certain conditions.

The types of fixed targets that can be distinguished from clutter are those
which present a greater radar cross-section than the surrounding clutter.
Due to the waveleolgth of a VHF radar, this condition is likely to be a
frequent occurrence since military targets of interest, such as vehicles and
small metal structures, often have metal components on the order of a wave-
length. Besides havina a larger radar cross-section, we require some fre-
quency dependent condition to hold. Targets located off the boresight of
th2 moving platform contribute a given amount of enerqy to the total doppler
spectrum. Since the target is off boresight, the doppler return is at a
lower frequency than the main lobe clutter since the relative radial velocity
between toe platform and the target varies as the cosine of the azimuth
angle (see Fig. 6-5). Given the assumption that the tarqet presents a larger
return than the nearby clutter, it can then be recoqnized as a peak in the
frequency domain. However, with the antenna boresiaht along the aircraft
velocity vector, an ambiguity exists as to the tarqet's aziimuth position.
Also, there is a problem in distinguishing it from a recedina moving target.

Since tne secondary peak in the frequency domain resulting from a static
target off boresight is similar to that caused by a moving target, the store
and cancel technique can be used to enhance the probability of detection.
As with moving targets, the fundamental phenomenon beino exploited is the
stationarity of the general clutter as opposed to the one-time return from
a prominent tar', t. It is the change in the apparent clutter characteristics
that alerts the operator to the target embedded in t~e frequency domain data.
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